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"FROM HIEROGLYPHICS TO APL 
THE REL EN TLE SS COURSE OF HISTORY" 

Horner Hartung, Sen ior 
Philip Morris, US A 
Resea rcl1 Center 

Sc ie nti st 

P. 0. Box 26 583 
Ri chmon d, Virgini a 23 261 

Re co rds of an cient kingdoms and t he ir rulers 
are fou nd in hi e roglyphi cs . Some of these gave 
numbe rs fo r popu l at ion s , armi es, herds, etc. The 
sch emes us ed by th e ancient scr ibes we re very 
s i mple. In ancien t Egypt on ly a sma ll number of 
symbo ls were needed to represe nt all numb ers up 
to ve ry l a r ge counts. 

Have you ever wondered why we don't use the 
simpler hieroglyphic representations? Probably 
not, becau se we are tau ght elementary ma thema tics 
before understanding the source of it s symbo l s 
and procedures. Thus, we are indoctr in ated wi th 
th e ide a that our represe nt at ions of numbers 
were soinehow decreed by God. Co nt inued use of 
Roma n nume ral s on co rn erston es , monuments and 
t11e li ke , howeve r, testif i es to the co ntra ry . 

If you stop and think ab out it, t here would 
be some advantages to go ing back to wi de r use of 
th e Roman nu mera l s . vJe coul d do away wit h ten of 
th e top row of keys on typewriters and terminals, 
and it would be a l ot eas ier to teach to young 
children for s impl e coun t ing tasks. You mi ght 

Editorial 
The hi story of number systems prov ides a 

st ron g parallel with thing s that are now hap pening 
in the a rea of computer prog ramrni ng langua ges . The 
conce pt of programmin g langua ges is new with our 
present generat i on . The first one was FOR TRAN , 
invented around 1953 , and thousands of si milar 
ap proach es l1ave been tried since then. A radi ca l 
depa rture from the FORTRAN-ty pe of l anguage was 
proposed in a book entitled "A Programming Lan gua ge " 
by Kenneth Iverson in 1962. Thi s i ntroduced a 
no tati onal scheme wh i ch was an extension of matr i x 
algebra. It wa s given the abbreviation APL and 
introduced as a computer l anguage in 1969 . 

Except for APL, all compute r lan gu ages i nvented 
to date have been ad hoc adaptat i ons of mat henat ical 
notation such th atTtcan be di splayed ea s ily with 
reg ular t ypew riter symbols. The assumpt ion is that 
the standard ty pew riter keyboard was also de vi sed 
by God! All sucl1 languages are anal ogous to t11e 
s it uat ion with Roma n nume ral s 2000 years ago--only 
familiar symb ol s are used. 

APL is now i n same situation as Arabi c nu mera l s 
wr1en they were first introduc ed to Westerners-- new and 
un fami liar symbols are r equired. Thu s , Fi gure 1 al so 
rep rese nts the pros and cons of APL versus other 
languages. The ' A' curve represents relative effort 
in using APL to so l ve computat i ona l problems while ' R' 
re presents what we rni g11t cal l 'reg ul ar ' programming 
l anguages with a sta nda rd keyboard. 

The parallel extends to the fact that whateve r we 
first learn tends to seem eas i e r and be tt er. Chi ldren 
a re not con sc ious of the hump in the effort curve for 

wo rry that advanced mathematics would be imposs i bl e, 
but that isn't necess arily the ca se if we are smart 
en oug h. Consider old man Eucl id, who was pretty 
swift in geometry even without modern comput ing 
techni ques---but then he was a real genius! using Arabic numerals because they 

t o quest ion the rul es of the game '. 
wh o start ou t learning AP L as their 
l anguage don't have muc h troub le. 

The real pros and cons of nu111ber represen t
ati on s can be illu st rated graphically as in 
Fi gure 1. 

do not kn ow enough 
Simil ar ly , people 
first computer 

EFFORT 

Fi gure 1 
R , ,, 

UMPLEXITY OF PR OB LEM 

This shows a schematic re presentat i on of effort 
ex panded versus complexity of the probl em . ' R' 
stands for Roma n numerals and 'A' for Arab ic. _ 
In both ca ses, there is an initial hump associ
ated with the difficulty of starting out. The 
hump for the 'A' curve is large r because the 
Arabic nu mbers are based on ten new symbols and 
ri gid rules on evaluation by relative pl aceme nt. 
The hump for the ' R' curve i s small e r because 
it involves simple as soci at ion of cou nt s with 
familiar lette rs . The ' R' line is below th e 
'A' line when problems have a lov1 de gree of 
complexity. Talli es of ba ll ots , for example, 
are certainly much easier with an '.R' ty pe system 
than with Arabic numerals. Tnere 1s a crossove r 
point and a rapid di verge nce for in c re~sing com 
ple xity, howev e r. I~ is hard to conceive of 

1 trying to work lo ga rithms us ing Roma n nume ral s . 

Tne hist ory of mathemati cs reveals that the Arabi c 
numera l s were around for many centuries before they became 
accepted wi dely . Obv i ous ly when hierog lyp~ i cs are taught 
to children for counting it is tou gh to swit ch t11 em over 
to a superior bu t 111ore complex scheme . By the ~ame token , 
we can expect that the ac ceptance of AP L as a widely used 
prograooning l anguage will come about gradua ll y but relent 
le ss ly as people ma ke increasingly complex demands on 
comput er sys tems. 

Im ag ine tl1e fate of an ac countant who might ~ry to 
keep books in Roman numera ls because they are eas ier to_ 
l arn for hand tallies of in ven t ory . The same fate awaits 
p~ogramme rs who ins ist on using r~gular languages because 
they are easier for simple computing tasks. 

(These thoughts were picked up at APL83, particularly 
from Prof . D. B. Mc Intyre .) 

EXTRA EXTRA •• , 

An EXTRA issue of The Special Charact er Set will 
appear if the Editor receives enough articles f or 
it by December 1 , 1983. If Thanksgi vi~g overeating 
keeps you from meeting t he EXTRA deadline, the next 

· ,.,1·11 be open for s ubmissions until regular issue~ 
February 15, 1984. 

postcard to: 
Send your a rti c le, letter or 

Douglas Bohrer 
Bohrer & Company 
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OPEN POSITION 

STYLE SHEE..I 

by Dougl as Bohrer 
Bohrer and Co. 
903 Ridge Rd Suite 3 
Wilmette, IL 60091 

We look forward to your contribution to The 
Special Character Set. Your cooperation on a few 
matters of style would help get the newsletter out 
on time. The newsletter staff is all volunteer and 
the time you save us is appreciated. 

Set-Up 

Basically, your contibution should look like 
this article. Use black ink. Type your text sin
gle spaced. Use only one side of each sheet of 
paper. Skip one line between paragraphs. Set your 
margin at 4 3/8 inches wide. For type with 10 
characters per inch, you would have 43 characters 
per line. For type with 12 characters per inch, 
you would have 52 characters. 

Titles 

Please start the titl e of your ar ticle on 
t he left margin using all capital letters. Skip 
one line, then put your name, title, firm and mail
ing address. (You may omit your titl e , firm and 
mailing address f or reasons of modesty, privacy, 
shame or whatever.) Sub-heads in your article 
should begin at the left margin with a blank line 
above and below them. 

Letterhead will not be reproduced. Drawings 
should be either 11 3/ 8 or 9 inches wide. , _ __ / 

Commercial Guidelines 

The newsletter will follow strictly the gu
idelines related to the non-commercial nature of 
DECUS. If you have any questions on these, please 
contact the newsletter editor or the DECUS office. 

CONTENTS 
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Local Variables 

ROLL WITH Af'L IN LAS VEGAS 

Susan H, Abercrombie 
Af'L SIG SYmPosium Coordinator 
Ventrex Laboratories, Inc, 
Portland, ME 04103 

For Las Vegas, October 24-28, the APL SIG is 
sponsoring sessions for both PDP-11 users and those 
with larger systems, 

DIGITAL will Present two sessions coverina DEC's 
APL Products for the 10/20 and VAX ioachines, 

A tutoi-ial will intr·oduce the featur·es of APL 
and Prograamin!I technioues to new or Potential users, 
A follow-up session will show how sophisticated rePor·t 
formatting can be simPlY and easily done in APL, 

A Presentation esPeciallY for RSTS users will 
describe imnoveff,ents to APL-11 version 1 on RSTS 
[available from the DECUS library, 411-SP-43 in the 
new catalog], A user Panel will Provide a forum for 
discussion of Problems and solutions concerning APL-11 
in any of its forms (V1 on RSTS, t)2 on RSX [DECUS 
library t11-SP-25J, Vl or 2 on RT [DECUS library 
111-476 for V2 or check the RT SIG S':lff1Posium tapes for 
vu. 

We will be sharing a suite with the MUMPS SIG 
<strange bedfellows?), Check the area near the info 
booth for the room number, We hoPe to h;,ve a terminal 
available for the tutorial and durins limited hours in 
the suite, These facilities should make it much easier 
for those who are intrigued to Sain an appreciation 
for this unioue lansuage, 

Scheduled session times are: 

AN APL TUTORIAL 
FORMATTING REPORTS IN APL 
APL INTERNALS FOR DIGITAL SYSTEMS 
APL FOR TOF'S-20 AND VAX/VMS 
RSTS 'SYSTEM CALLS' IN APL 
WRITING A PDP-11 APL INC 
APL-11 USER PANEL 

Mon 12130- 2100 
Tue 11:00-12:00 
Tue 2:00- 3100 
Tue 3130- 4!00 
Wed 8130-10100 
Thu 8130- 9130 
Thu 5l00- 6100 

Consider also the followins session, sponsored by RSTS! 
HOW TO MAKE IBM COBOL READABLE TAPES ON RSTS 

(usins APL and BASIC-PLUS) Thu 12!00- 1130 

See YOU in Las Vegas! 

HELP WANTEk Af'1. SIG STEERING COMMIJ'J']] 

Douglas Bohrer 
Editor, The Special Character Set 

This is your chance to become a member of 
the powerful ruling junta of the APL SIG. Due to 
the resignation of William Kaufman, there is an 
opening on the APL SIG Steering Committee. Since 
Steering Committee members have emergency powers 
for life, this may be your only chance to become 
one of the "big guns" in the APL SIG. Your duties 
will be your choice of either Symposia Coordinator 
or Library Coordinator. 

If you choose Symposia Coordinator, you get 
to beat the bushes for speakers, beat speakers into 
meeting submission deadlines and fight scheduling 
battles over what sessions are scheduled against 
APL. You will need to attend both Fall and Spring 
U.S. Symposia at your company's expense and be 
available for 2 possible scheduling trips to Marl
boro at DECUS expense. At the Symposia, you will 
get up at an ungodly hour each morning to eat 
breakfast and talk shop with the Symposia Commit
tee. 

If you choose Library Coordinator, you get 
to figure out how to coordinate library submissions 
from at least 3 different machines and 6 different 
operating systems with incompatable media and in
terpreters. In addition you become our representa
tive to the Library Committee. This may involve 
one trip a year at DECUS expense to meet with them 
as well as Library meetings at Symposia. 
Hopefully, you will attend at least one U.S. 
Symposium a year. 

To enter, simply write the Editor of this 
newsletter a letter explaining your candidacy. You 
need not chose whether you want to be Symposia or 
Library Coordinator until after you are elected. 
The Special Character Set, No. 4, October 15, 1982 
has the letter that our current Chairman, Larry Le
Blanc, wrote. To be valid your letter must reach 
the Editor before February 15, 1982. Send your 
letter to: 

Douglas Bohrer 
903 Ridge Rd Suite 3 
Wilmette, IL 60091 

The APL SIG Operating Procedures are expla
ined in full below. 

APL SIG OPERATING PROCEDYBf.3 

Douglas Bohrer 
Editor, The Specia~ Character Set 

The APL SIG Steering Committee has decided 
to use the following operating procedures to fill 
openings in the Steering Committee. 

1 . The APL SIG Steedng Commit tee will con
sist of five members. The Steering Committee will 
assign appropriate duties to each of the five 
members and elect the SIG Chairman. 

2. Steering Committee members are elected 
for life. Vacancies are created only by: 

A. Resignation 
B. Removal of a Steering Committee member 

by a majority vote of the Steering Committee. 

3. Vacancies in the Steering Committee will 
be filled within eighteen months of the time the 
vacancy occurs. The vacancy will be announced in 
the APL SIG Newsletter as soon as possible. 

4. Any member of the APL SIG may volunteer 
to fill a vacant Steering Committee position. A 
volunteer must send a letter announcing his candi
dacy to the editor of the SIG Newsletter before the 
publication deadline of the issue in which ballots 
are to be printed. 

~. If there is only one volunteer for each 
open p~sition, the Steering Committee may declare 
the position(s) filled without holding an election. 

6. If there are more volunteers than open 
positions, an election must be held. Ballots will 
be printed in the APL SIG Newsletter. To vote, 
members must return their marked ballots to the 
DECUS office. Ballots must have a valid DECUS 
membership number and be signed. The DECUS office 
will count the votes and notify the Steering Com
mittee of the results. 
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State Indicators 
NEW 1.JlliillJJ,GE.s_ COMPETE WITH APL 

A Usually Reliable Source 
Digital Equipment Corporation 
Somewhere in New England 

APL, BASIC, FORTRAN, COBOL... these pro
gramming languages are well known and (more or 
less ) well loved throughout the computer i ndustry. 
There are numerous other languages, however, that 
are less well known yet still have ardent devotees. 
In fact, these little-known languages generally 
have the most fanatic admirers. For those who wish 
to know more about these obscure languages -- and 
why they are obscure -- I present the following ca
talogue. 

srnPLE 

SIMPLE is an acronym for Sheer Idiot's Mono
purpose Programming Linguistic Environment. This 
language, developed at Hanover College for Techno
logical Misfits, was designed to make it imposible 
to write code with errors in it. The statements 
are, therefore, confined to BEGIN, END, and STOP. 
No matter how you arrange the statements, you can't 
make a syntax error. 

Programs written in SIMPLE do nothing use
ful. Thus they achieve the results of programs 
written in other languages without the tedious, 
frustrating process of testing and debugging. 

SLOBOL 

SLOBOL is best known for the speed, or the 
lack of it, of its compiler. Although many com
pilers allow you to take a coffee break while they 
compile, SLOBOL compilers allow you to travel to 
Bolivia to pick the coffee. Forty-three pro
grammers are known to have died of boredom sitting 
at their terminals while waiting for a SLOBOL pro
gram to compile. 

VALGOL 

From its modest beginnings in Southern Cali
fornia's San Fernando Valley, VALGOL is enjoying a 
dramatic surge of popularity across the industry . 

VALGOL commands include REALLY, LIKE, WELL 
and Y*KNOW. Variables are assigned with the =LIKE 
and =TOTALLY operators. Other operators include 
the California Booleans, FERSURE and NOWAY. 
Repetitions of code are handled in FOR - SURE 
loops. Here is a sample VALGOL program: 
LIKE, Y*KNOW (I ~IBAN) START 
IF PIZZA =LIKE BITCHEN AND 
B =LIKE TUBULAR AND 
C :LIKE GRODY**MAX 
( FERSURE) *" 2 
THEN 
FOR I =LIKE 1 TO OH MAYBE 100 
DO WAH - (DITTY**2) 
PARF(I) :TOTALLY GROSS(OUT) 
SURE 
LIKE BAG THIS PROGRAM 
REALLY 
LIKE TOTALLY (Y*KNOW) 

VALGOL is characterized by its unfriendly 
error messages, For example, when the user makes a 
syntax error, the interpreter displays the message: 
GAG !•E WITH A SPOON! 

LAIDBACK 

Historically, VALGOL os a derivative of LA
IDBACK, which was developed at the (now defunct) 
Marin County Center for T'ai Chi, Mellowness and 
Computer Programming, as an alternative to the more 
intense atmosphere in nearby Silicon Valley. 

The center was ideal for programmers who 
liked to soak in hot tubs while they worked . 
Unfortunately, few programmers could survive there 
for long, since the center outlawed pizza and RC 
Cola in favor of bean curd and Perrier. 

Many mourn the demise of LAIDBACK because of 
its reputation as a 
la.nguage. For example, 
tax errors with the 
DEAL BEHIND THAT. 

SARTRE 

gentle and nonthreatening 
LAIDBACK responded to syn
message, SORRY MAN, I CAN'T 

Named after the late existential philoso
pher, SARTRE is an extremely unstructured language. 
Statements in SARTRE have no purpose; they just 
are. Thus SARTRE programs are left to define their 
own functions. SARTRE programmers tend to be bor
ing and depressed and are no fun at parties. 

FIFTH 

FIFTH is a precision mathematical language 
in which the data types refer to quantity. The 
data types range from CC, OUNCE, SHOT and JIGGER to 
FIFTH (hence the name of the language), LITER, MAG
NUM and BLOTTO. Commands r efer to ingredients such 
as CHABLIS, CHARDONNAY, CABERNET, GIN, VERMOUTH, 
VODKA, SCOTCH, BOURBON, CANADIAN and WHATEVERSAR
OUND. 

The many versions of the FIFTH language re
flect the sophistication and financial status of 
its users. Commands in the ELITE dialect include 
VSOP, LAFITE and WAITER'S( RECOMMENDATION). The 
GUTTER dialect instead has coram2.nds for THUNDER
BIRD, RIPPLE and HOUSE(RED). The GUTTER di alect is 
a particular favorite of frustrated FORTH pro
grammers who end up using this language. 

C-

This language was named for the grade re
ceived by its creator when he submitted it 2.s a 
class project in a graduate programming class. C
is best described as a "low level" programming 
language. Jn general, the language requires more 
C- statements than machine-code instructions to ex
ecute a given task. In this respect it is very 
similar to COBOL. 
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LITHP 

This otherwise unremarkable language is dis
tinguished by the absence of an "S" in its char
acter set. Programmers and users must substitute 
11 TH 11 • LITHP is said to be usefull in prothething 
lithtth. 

DOGO 

Developed at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Obedience Training, DOGO heralds a new era of com
puter-literate pets. DOGO commands include SIT, 
STAY, HEEL and ROLL OVER. An innovative feature of 
DOGO is "puppy graphics, 11 a small cocker spaniel 
that ocassionally leaves deposits as he travels 
across the screen. 

RENE 

Named after the famous French philosopher 
and mathmetician Rene Descartes, RENE is a language 
used for artificial intellegence. The language is 
being developed at the Chicago Center of Machine 
Politics and Programming under a grant from the 
Jane Byrne Victory Fund. A spokesman described the 
language as "just as great as dis [sic] great city 
of ours. 11 The Center is very pleased with progress 
to date. They say they have almost succeeded in 
getting the machine to think. However, sources in
side the organization say that each time the ma
chine fails to think it disappears. 

[Editor's Note: This internal DEC study was leaked 
to me without a copyright notice. The last item 
was added by The Special Charact..§1'. Set correspon
dent in Chicago.] 

FREE NEWSLETTERS IN EUROPE 

Ken Litsios 
Activities Coordinator 
DECUS Europe 
P.O.Box 510 
CH-1213 Petit-Laney 
Geneva, Switzerland 

You will be pleased to hear that Digital Eu
rope has agreed to pay for all the U.S. _SIG ne~s
letters for European subscribers for this com:ng 
fiscal year. Therefore, until July 1984, you will 
continue to receive the SIG newsletters_ free of 
charge. After this date it is most likely that 
you like the U.S. members, will have to pay _to 
rec~ive the SIG newsletters. ~uring_the coming 
year, your Chapter Board will be discussing alter
native ways to fund this service for it'~ members. 
I am sure that they would welcome your inputs on 
this matter. 

[Editor's note: This item is quoted from a letter 
from Mr. Litsios to Dipl. Ing. Ralf Herzer, For
shungsinstitut der DBP beim FTZ, Postfach 42 02 00, 
1 Berlin 42. From the copy Mr. Litsi?s sent me, 
it seems that Mr. Herzer is interested in contact
ing other European APL users in DECUS.] 

Global Variables 
FANTASTIC PIZZA OFFER_;__ FIXIN.£, APL-1J 

Ariel Cohen 
The Cognitive Laboratory 
Haifa University 
Derech Aba Huchi 
Haifa 31999 
Israel 

It was surpr-ising to read that Digital has 
not even discussed a new APL for the PDP-11 over 
pizza, since, as far as I know, they continue de
veloping new machines using the PDP-11 instruction 
set. Anyway, there seems to be a good market for a 
good implementation. I even agree to send 
Digital's staff pizzas from the same restaurant 
which baked the pizza they were eating while dis
cussing the new VAX APL with a 4 gigabyte work
space ... 

Fixing APL for RSX 

About a year and a half ago I ordered Digi
tal's APL for RSX on a DECUS tape. Knowing that it 
is a Digital product , I was disappointed to receive 
a SYSTEM ERROR while trying APL V2.1 for the first 
time! I have fixed some bugs · which I encountered 
(and a few documented problems). Since then I have 
used APL V2.1, but only for small projects. It is 
still too risky. 

I have encountered more bugs, which I did 
not have time to correct. In July and August I am 
going on vacation and I intend to use part of the 
time for working on the interpreter. The only 
problem which discourages me is that the maximum 
workspace is 32KB and enlarging it would mean a 
great deal of work. On the other hand, I enjoy the 
ironic jokes which fill the comments in the 
sources. 

If you know of any bugs in V2, please inform 
me about them. 

[Editor's note: I immediately informed Roger 
Matus, DEC's APL Product Manager and former APL SIG 
Chairman, of this fantastic offer of free pizza. 
His reaction came in two parts. First he said that 
the APL engineering staff was engulfed in other 
projects and would never consider a new APL-11 be
cause the market seemed too limited . Then he said 
that the current fashion at DEC is Chinese food. 
My immediate offers of stir fried meals did not 
seem to change his mind on APL-11.] 

NEWSLETTER BACK ISSUES AVAILABLE 

Back issues 1-5 of~ Special Character Set 
are available from the DECUS Library for $5(US) . 
The program order number is "APL Newsletters." To 
order, send a completed DECUS Library form and your 
$5 to: 
DECUS Order Processing 
One Iron Way/MR02-1/C11 
Marlboro, MA 07152 

Back issues will also be sold in the DECUS 
Store at the Fall 1983 US Symposium in Las Vegas. 
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Functions and Idioms 
VTl00 FULL SCREEN EDITING USING at;RBIN 

Robert L. McGhee 
VAX System Programmer 
STSC, Inc. 
2115 East Jeffe r son Street 
Rockville, Maryland 20852 
(301) 984 5327 

Introdi.:ction 

Frequently in APL applications there is need for 
the user to be able to edit text. One such 
application is the development of screens of text 
for compu t er-aided instruction cou r ses. The VTl00 is 
an at t ractive terminal f or these app l ica t ions where 
t he APL character se t is not requ ired. This article 
describes a technique for implemen t ing a full-screen 
editor in just a few lines of APL code. The 
t echnique and code were developed by Mr. Ed Myers of 
STSC, I n c . This approach can be i mplemen t ed on any 
APL system that prov ides a facility for receiving 
each character as it is entered from the keyboard 
and tran~mitting any of the J28 ASCII characters to 
the terminal. On STSC's APL~PLUS/2000 System this 
facility i s the [JARBIN sys t em function. 

The display screen is conside r ed to be an APL 
character matr i x with, say, 24 rows and 80 columns. 
To edit the screen, the user moves the cursor to the 
desired location and deletes or adds characters at 
that point in t he te xt. At the end of t he editing 
session , the chara c ter ma t rix in the workspace 
agrees exactl y with the display screen. The 
following explanation begins wi t h the lowest level 
function, n,\RBIN, that provides the interface 
between the APL workspace and the terminal. At the 
next ~evel up, the INKEY functi on uses [JARBIN to 
positi on the cursor on t he screen a nd receive 
ch~ractcrs from the keyb oard. At t he h i ghest level, 
the EDITSCREEN function displ ays the character 
matrix to be edited and returns an edited version of 
this matrix as its result. 

OARBI N: APL-VMS Interface 

The [JARBIN system function uses the VMS $QI0 
system service to transmit its right argument to the 
terminal. The left argument specifies the number of 
characters to be received from the terminal. When 
this c ount is reached, the characters received are 
returned as the explicit result. 

The data type of beth the right argument and the 
explicit resul t is numeric ; the internal 
r epresentation is one-byte integer. The values 
correspond t o ASCII codes; f or example, 27 
corresponds t o ESC the escape character and 65 
corresponds to A. The "passall" mode is used with 
$QI0 to bypass VMS interpretation of control 
characters and escape sequences. This means that 
all control characters and escape sequences are 
passed directly into the APL workspace where they 

can be interpreted by an APL function. 

LlJ 
[ 2 j 

[3 J 
[ 4 j 

[ 5 J 

V R+CHAR I NKEY LOC; □IO ;A 
llIO+O 

TOP :R+-1 []A RBI N CHAH,XTBU LOC[OJ; J ,YTBL[LOC [lJ ; J 
V +(Re 27 127 ) +0 

+(R=127 J/L2 A DEL 
A+-2 □ARBIN 1 0 <.J R+A[lJ- 51 80 0[91 79 1A[OJJ ◊ 
+O A ESC 

L2 :R+8 A DEL 
V 

V CURSOR WC ;OIO 
[1J 010+0 v []A RBOUT XTB L [LOC[ OJ ; , ,YTBL[LOC [lJ; 

V 

--· ---------------------

INKEY: Terminal I/0 Control 

The _ INKEY functi on is dyadic and returns an 
expl i cit resu l t. The argument CHAR is displayed at 
the current cursor location; the caller of INKEY is 
r~sponsible for positioning the cursor ahead of 
time. Ne x t _the cursor is repositioned to the 
address specif i ed by LOC. At this point the (1.RBIN 
funct i on looks for a character from the terminal and 
when one is available returns it in the result R. 

Two characters receive special treatment: the DEL 
(127 ) delete character and the ESC (27) escape 
character. If a delete character is entered it 1s 
converted in t ? a _BS (8) backspace charact~r; the 
calling function implements " destructive backspace" 
so BS performs the delete operation. 

If an escape charac t er is entered, one of the 
pr ogram function or cursor control keys was probably 
pre~s~d. I n this case, there will be one or two 
additional characters that complete the escape 
sequence. The escape sequence for each of the PF and 
curs o r control keys is mapped onto control 
c~aracters . Seldom-used control characters were 
cn osen to represent each key as follows: codes O 
thr u 3 correspond t o PF l thru PF4, and codes 4 thru 
7 

1 
correspond t o ~ursor movement keys 

up , down/righ t /left. This representation of 
frequently-used escape sequences as single character 
contr?l codes makes the APL code in the EDITSCREEN 
func t ion simpler and more efficient. 

The matrices XTBL and YTBL contain ASCII codes 
that form curso~-positioning escape sequences. Each 
of the 24 rows in XTBL corresponds to one row on the 
scre e n. Each of the 80 rows i n YTBL corresponds to 
on~ .co!umn on t he screen. The matrices are 
in1tia l 1zed by t h e SYSINIT funct i on when the 
workspace 1s loaded. To support terminals other than 
the VTl00, these tables would be modified to contain 
the esc?pe sequences req~ired by those terminals. In 
many APL systems, selecting one row from a matrix is 
a fast operation and so this table-driven approach 
to cursor control is very efficient. 

EDITSCREEN: Editing a Matri x 

The right argumen t SCR is a characte r matrix of 
,ny size that will fit on the display screen; this 
1s usually.smaller than 24 rows by 80 columns. The 
result R 1s a matrix of the same shape reflecting 
an y changes made by the user . 

Lines 4 and 5 initialize LBL , a vector of labels 
used to control the processing of control 
char,cters. Each element of LBL corresponds to a 
particul,r ASCII control character. The element of 
LBL at index 8, for example, is label Ll6. The 
control character 8 corresponds to backspace; the 

APL statements at label Ll6 perform the editing 

[ 1J 
[2 J 
[3 J 
[4 J 
[S J 
[6 J 
[ 7 J 
[B J 
[ 9 J 

V SYSI NI T ;N 
LJI0+-1 

V 

N+ 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 48 
XTBL+ 24 4 pO ,.; XTBL [ ; l J+-21 <; XTBU ; 2 J+91 
XTBL[ ; 3 J+24tltl U/ 48 49 50 v XTBL[;4 J+24 pN 
YTBL+ 8 0 4 p O <J YTBL[; 1 J+-59 
YTBL[; 2J +80tlt1 0/47+1 9 
YTBL [; 3 J+BOpN ,; YTBL [; 4 J+7L 
lJA RBOUT 27 91 63 56 108 A AUTORE'PEAT OFF 
OA RBOUT 27 91 63 52 1 08 A SMO OTH SCROLLING OFF 

V OUT TEXT 
[ 1J 0.-TRANSL ATE[[JA V tTEXT j 

V 
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actions desired whenever a backspace is entered. 

On lines 7 and 8 the following actions occur: 
TCFF clears the screen; WINDOWS establishes right 
and bottom margins for wrap-around; DETRANSLATE 
converts the input character matrix to a matrix of 
integers; OUT displays the character matrix on the 
terminal screen; and C is assigned the desired 
cursor address (0 0 corresponds to top row, left 
margin). 

All changes to the contents of the matrix being 
edited are made on line Ll. First INKEY displays the 
character CHAR at the starting cursor address, moves 
the cursor to location C, and awaits input from the 
user's keyboard via IJ~RBIK. If the input is a 
control character, a branch to L2 occurs. Otherwise 
the matrix being edited is altered at location C to 
contain the input character. The desired cursor 
address is advanced one column with wrap-around 
occurring at the right-most column. Then line Ll is 
executed again; the first thing that happens is the 
transmission or echoing of the character just 
entered so that it appears at the current cursor 
location. The cursor is then moved to the new 
cursor address C ~nd [}I\.RBIN is used to receive the 
next character. This process repeats until a control 
character is returned by INKEY. 

Line L2 is executed whenever the user enters a 
control character, or whenever the user presses a 
key such as PFl or "cursor left" that is mapped onto 
a control character by the INKEY function. Those 
control characters without a corresponding label in 
LBL cause a branch to BEEP. In this case , a BEL (7) 
bell character is transmitted to the terminal to 
indicate rejection of input, CHAR is assigned the 
empty vector so nothing will be echoed to the 
terminal, and line Ll is executed again. 

Lines LlO thru Ll5 implement cursor control. Line 
Ll6 implements destructive backspace by inserting a 
0 into the matrix being edited and assigning CHAR to 
be a blank (32). Line Ll9 is the exit line. The 
result R is converted from numeric to character and 
the function terminates. Line Ll9B implements the 
abort action in response to PF4 or control-C. Line 
Ll9A implements the new line function signalled by 
carriage return (control-M with ASCII code 13). 

Limitations and Extensions 

The arbitrary mapping of certain escape sequences 
onto seldom-used control characters has two 
disadvantages that should be mentioned although they 
have not proved serious at all so far. First, the 
usurption of control characters such as ENQ and ACK 
for other purposes precludes using them as intended 
by the ASCII standard. Second, the implementation of 
this approach in the INKEY function is specific to 
the VTlOO terminal. The first objection did not 
prove to be a disadvantage in our application so we 
said "if it works, use it". The second objection can 

be overcome by extending INKEY to make it work with 
other terminals. 

The limitation to matrices smaller than 24 by 80 
could be relaxed by implementing a windowing 
mechanism where the window can be placed anywhere in 
an arbitrarily large matrix. For example, editing a 
letter-size matrix of 66 lines could be accomplished 
by adding 2 new lines to the EDITSCREEN function 
that would move the screen window toward the top or 
bottom of the document. Then the user would be able 
to view any 24 lines on the page by moving the 
screen window, in effect scrolling the letter thru 
the window. 

Additional text-manipulating facilities such as 
an insert mode and a string-search capability could 
be added by using other control codes as the signals 
from INKEY for additional lines of EDITSCREEN to be 
executed. Thus this design can be easily extended 
to perform additional editing tasks on a VTlOO and 
can be extended to other terminals as well. The 
slight inefficiency of using APL to process terminal 
I/0 on a character-by-character basis is offset by 
the ease of modifying the editor to meet local 
needs. 

L1 
[2 

L3 
[4 ' 
L5 

[5J 

L7J 

[BJ 
L9J 
[10J 
[1L 
[12J 

[13J 
[ 14- j 

Functions and Idioms 
V H+-EVITSCHEE!✓ SCH; C;CHAH;LBL; WINlJ ;ATTR; WINDOWS; 

1'£XT;TI1'L8;[JIO 
A*** FOR EDITING SCRbr,NS 
A MYERS (19-,JUNE-1983) ST!:iC 
A 

W0+-0 , LBL+-32pi!EbP 
LBL[4 7 5 5 8 3 0 13 9J+-L12,L13,L14,L15,L15,L1 
9B,L19,L19A,L10 

A---CONVERT TEXT TO NUMERICAL VALUES (=INKEY VA 
LU£! FOR EFFICIENCY 

A 

A 

A 

TCFP v vlI!/DOWS+-2tpSCR v H+-DETRANSLATE1SCR 
T 22 80 tSCR J C+- 0 0 

CURSOR C ,,> CHAR+-1 O 

OU 

L1: ➔(32>CHAR+-CHAH INKEY C)pL2 'J R[C[OJ;C[1JJ+-CH 
AR-32 \J C+-WINDQ}/S I O 1 +C v ➔Li 

L2 : ➔LBUCHARJ A CONTROL CHAirACTERS 
BEEP:OARBOUT 7 ,> CHAH+-iO v ➔L1 

[15 J A 

[15 i L10:C+-WINDOWSi O 8 +C ,1 CHAR+-10 <) ➔Li A TAB CHA 
RACTER 

[ 17 J L12:C+-WINDOWSI 1 0 +C 
UP 

CHAR+-10 V ➔Li A CURSOR 

[ 18 J L13 :C+-WINDOWS I O 1 +C 
LEFT 

'J CHAR+-10 ➔Ll A CURSOR 

[19J L14-:C+-WINDOWSI 
HIGHT 

[2lJJ L15:C+-WINDO/vSI 
EOWN 

[ 21J L 15 : C+-vlI NDO/vS I 
fl C 'v' CHAR+-32 

[22 J A 

0 

1 

0 
V 

1 +C V CHAR+-10 <) ➔Li A CURSOR 

0 +C CHAR+-10 v ➔Ll A CURSOR 

1 +C v R[C[OJ;C[lJJ+-0 <) CURSO 
➔Ll A BS 

[23J L19 :TCFF ,; R+-DETRANSLAT8[RJ v ➔O A END KEY PRES 
SED PF1 

[24J L19B:H.+-, 1 1 V TCFF ◊ ➔O A &iC PF4 
L25J L19A : C+-(WINDm/S[lJl1+1tC),O <> CHAH+-10 <) ➔Ll AC 

AH.H.IAGE f!ETURN 
V 

OTHEJ1 THINGS TO DO IN VEGAS 

Douglas Bohrer 
Edi tor, The Special_ Character Set 

The APL SIG will have a shared hospitality 
suite in L<ls Vegas. The suite will come complete 
with VT102 with APL characters on it. Thanks are 
due to Jeanne Brattlof, DEC's marketing guru for 
"The APL Video Terminal." Upgrade kits are avail
able for regular VT102s. 

The suite will be shared with the MUMPS SIG. 
If you haven't had it before, get a vaccination. 

The RT-11 SIG is sponsoring a "DECUS Library 
Products Panel for RT-11." Just like DEC's product 
panel sessions, this one will talk about all of the 
DECUS "Layered Products" for RT-11 including 
APL-11. It's scheduled for Monday 5:30-7:00PM. 
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MULTIPLE LINEAR. REGRF~SIOJl IN APL-11 

Douglas Bohrer 
Bohrer & Company 
903 Ridge Road Suite 3 
Wilmette, IL 60091 

This article describes the steps used to de
velop programs in APL-11 which together form a gen
eral purpose regression package useful for any type 
of multiple linear regression. The article also 
covers how to use the programs in various situa
tions. Some of the functions described are in 
standard APL and could be used on any APL system, 
although they might need some modification to run 
efficiently. 

The Problem 

This problem began like most problems. One 
of my colleagues came into my office at the bank 
and said that the manure had hit the fan. It 
turned out that a vice president in Compensation 
was murmering darkly about lots of regressions he 
wanted to do. Since I had the only master's degree 
in statistics in the unit, it was my job to find 
out what he wanted and see if we could do it. He 
wanted to do some small exploritory linear regres
sions first, and work up to the entire Salary Ad
ministration file later. The regressions were to 
be all possible combinations of seven to ten inde
pendent variables in both linear and log linear mo
dels. No sweat. Except that we had no quick way 
to get to a statistical package and also conform to 
the confidentiality policy for the data. I had to 
write a package to do the work on the totally sec
ure PDP-11 in less than a month. 

Regression with Data in the Workspace 

I had done some regressions before for this 
vice president, but the data always fit in the 29KB 
workspace available to me in APL-11 under TSX-PLUS. 
The functions I used for this work were REGR and 
REGRPRT. The formulas in REGR were taken directly 
from standard texts on regression, translated di
rectly from the matrix notation in the book to APL. 
The only difference between the REGR I used before 
and the one listed below is that I used the domino 
function, called DMD in the APL-11 release file IN
VERT .APL to calculate BETA instead of the current 
lines 2 and 3. 

There were symbol table problems with using 
DMD. In the previous work these didn't make much 

'i/ YY REGR XX 
[l] ZZ+l,MTX XX 

difference because there were only a couple of re
gressions to do. I worked around the problems man
nually. This time I knew I rr,ight have to do over 
100 regressions. This meant I had to fix DMD or 
write a new function entirely. I decided to write 
a Gaussian Elimination function to invert square 
matrices. The algorithm is simpler than DMD, less 
numerically stable and much less general. It 
seemed to be an easier way to go than fixing DMD. 
The function, INVT is listed below. It took far 
less symbol table space than DMD, ran much faster 
and seemed to be just as accurate for what I needed 
to do. 

Since I was going to have a lot of runs, I 
needed to send the output to a file. I modified 
REGPRT to send all of the output to channel 12 and 
allow for a comment line on the output to tell me 
what the variables in each regression were. The 
resulting function is called REGOUT. The function 
used to send the output to a file, ROUT, is des
cribed in The Special Character Set No. 1, Febru
ary 27, 1981, page 8. The listing of ROUT below is 
the current version. CCNO is a 2 element vector of 
the control N and control O characters (shift in 
and shift out). There is no thorn formatting func
tion in APL-11v1 so it is simulated with my func
tion THORN described in 11 A Thorn for APL-11 V1",The 
Special .Qh§.racter Set No. 1, February 27, 1981, 
page 7. 

All of the above was sufficient to do small 
regressions with data in the workspace. There re
mained the problem of using several thousand data 
points from the Salary Administration file. 

BIG Regressions 

To do a really large regression I had to 
modify REGR to use a data file instead of workspace 
variables. The resulting function, REGF, is called 
with the channel number for the file, CC, and the 
collumn numbers for the dependent and independent 
variables, XX. REGF follows the methods described 
in "BIG Calculations in APL-11 n, The Special 
Characte~ Set No. 5, March 15, 1983, pages 4-6. 

The APL initialization for the passes 
through the data file is done in lines 1-5,10. YV, 
the collumn for the independent variable, must be a 
scalar so that when it is used to index data from 
the file the result is a vector. Both YV and XV, 
the dependent variable collumns, must be global 
variables to avoid having to pass them as function 
arguments. The variables set in lines 4, 5 and 10 

'i/ OUT+MTX IN 
[2] +(l=p,INV+INVT (~ZZ)+.xzz)/O 
[3] BETA+(INV+.x~ZZ)+.xYY 
[4] RST+((SSE++/(YY-+/((pZZ)pBETA)xZZ)*2)¼FRE+-/RO+pZZ)*O,5 [l] +(l<ppOUT+IN)/O 

[2] OUT+((p,IN),l)pIN 
'i/ 

[5] TST+BETA¼BST+(l 1 ~VAR+(RST*2)xINV)*O.5 
[6] RSQ+(SSR+SST-SSE)¼SST++/(YY-(+/YY)¼pYY)*2 
[7] ADJ+RSQ-((R0[2]-l)¼FRE)x(l-RSQ) 
[8] FST+(SSR¼R0[2]-l)¼(SSE¼-/FRE) 

'i/ 
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V REGPRT ;L 

(l] 'REGRESSION ANALYSIS' 
[2] +(Ozp[].-((10)pl=p,INV)/'SINGULAR MATRIX: NO REGRESSION POSSIBLE')/0 
[3] 'ADJUSTED R-SQ. =',,8 6 THORN ADJ 
[4] 'DEGREES OF FREEDOM =',,9 THORN FRE 
[SJ ' ' 
[6] 'R-SQUARE =',,6 4 THORN RSQ 
[7] 'F = ',,7 3 THORN FST 
[8] 'SUM OF SQUARED ERROR =' .,T SSE 
[9] ' ' 
[10] ' BETA S.E BETA T-STAT' 
[ 11 J ' ' 
[12] L+(((pBETA),12)pl2t'VARIABLE N0.'),2 0 THORN((pBETA),l)p-l+1pBETA 
[13] L[l;]+l4t'CONSTANT' 
[14] L,14 5 THORN BETA,BST,[l.S]TST 

V 

V R+INVT M ;CC;I;J 
[l] J+l 
[2] R+M, ( dtpM) 0 .=1ltpM 
[3] Bl: +(SE-7 >ICC[I+( ICC)lf/!CC+(((J-1),0)-I-R)[;l]])/B2 
(4] CC+R[J+I-1;] 
[5] R[J+I-l;]+R[J;] 
[6] R[J;]+CC 
[7] CC+R[;l] 
[8] R[J;]+R[J;]xtCC[J] 
[9] CC[J]+O 
[10] R+(O l+R)-CCo.xl+R[J;J 
[11] +((pM)~J+J+l)/Bl 
[12] B2: +(A/(pM)=pR)/0 
[13] 'SINGULAR MATRIX' 
[14] R+l 

V 

V REGOUT ;L 
[l] CCNO[l] ROUT 12 
[2] 'ENTER COMMENT LINE' 
[3] ( 'REGRESSION ANALYSIS') ROUT 12 
[4] 0 ROUT 12 
[5] +(lzp,INV)/Bl 
[6] 'SINGULAR MATRIX: NO REGRESSION POSSIBLE' ROUT 12 
[7] Bl: +(l=p,INV)/B2 
[8] ( ' 1 ) ROUT 12 
[9] ( 'ADJUSTED R-SQ. =' • 1 8 6 THORN ADJ) ROUT 12 
[10] ( 'DEGREES OF FREEDOM =',,9 THORN FRE) ROUT 12 
[11] ( ' ') ROUT 12 
[12] ( 'R-SQUARE =',,6 4 THORN RSQ) ROUT 12 
[13] ( 'F = ',,7 3 THORN FST) ROUT 12 
[14] ('SUM OF SQUARED ERROR =',,T SSE) ROUT 12 
[15] ( ' ') ROUT 12 

V CM ROUT VF ;I 
[l] I+l 
[2] +(2=ppCM)/Bl 
[3] CM+(2t(12>ppCM),(pCM),l)pCM 
[4] Bl: FP+0/E(TVF), 1B;M[I;]' 
[SJ +((ltpCM)~I•I+l)/Bl 

V 

(16] ( BETA S.E BETA T-STAT') ROUT 12 
[ 17 ] ( ' ' ) ROUT 12 
(18] L+(((pBETA),12)pl2t'VARIABLE N0.'),2 0 THORN((pBETA),l)p-l+1pBETA 
[19] L[l;]+l4t'CONSTANT' 
[20] ( L,14 5 THORN BETA,BST,[1.S]TST) ROUT 12 
[21] B2: CCN0[2] ROUT 12 
[22] (3 lp' 1 )ROUT 12 

[l] 
[2] 
[3] 
[4] 
[SJ 
[6] 
[7] 
[8] 
[9] 

V 

VTHORN[□]V 
V R+F THORN M ;I;RO;T 
F+F,(l=p,F)/0 _ ] 
RO+( 11 :ppM) • ( tO=p ,pM) ,pM+(lO*-F[ 2]) xr O. 5 +MxlO*F [ 2 
M+( (x/RO) ,1 )pM 
M+(O -2+pM)tM+( (x/RO) ,(pM)-!-x/RO)pM+(TM) •' ' 
T+(x/RO)pF(2]-F(2]=0 

Bi7
1 
T(I]+(-'E' EM[I;])xT[I]-CltpM)-(M[I;]1'.' )ll+(HM[I;])t' 

1 

~((pT)~I+I+l)/Bl , 
R+(ROxl • 1 tF )pM+( ( ltpM) ,-ltF) tM+T¢M+( ( (1 t pM) ,F[l ]-1) P ') ,M 

V 

(Function REGF is on the next page) 
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are zeros witn the appropriate shape so that re
sults can be added up as the file is read. 

The data on channel CC is all double preci
sion numbers. The data is considered to be a big 
matrix, with each fixed-length record a row of the 
matrix. The function RES reads the data into glo
bal variable "A" several rows at a time so that at 
each itteration the data fits in the workspace. 
After reading some data at each itteration, RES ex
ecutes its left argument which is a character 
string. Each of the left arguments in REGF (lines 
6, 9 and 11) is a function which references the 
file data in variable "A". RES is explained more 
fully in "File Handling Helps in a Small Workspace" 
in The Special Character Set No.2, September 1, 
1981, pages 18-20. 

Three Passes Through the Data 

PASS1 calculates the sum of the independent 
variable values and the inner product of the data 
matrix. A nice trick in line 2 is that the inner 
product of the whole data matrix on the file turns 
out to be the sum of the inner products of each 
piece of the data. As with all functions executed 
by RES, PASS1 adds the results from each piece of 
the data to accumulation variables. In this case 
the accumulation variables are YAV, the sum of the 
independent variable values, and INV, the inner 
product of the data matrix. 

After the first pass, the average of the in
dependent variable values and the inverse of the 
inner product of the data matrix are calculated in 
lines 7 and 8 of REGF. If the matrix is singular, 
REGF exits at line 7. 

PASS2 calculates the regression coeffi
cients, variable BETA. It also calculates the sum 
of the squared differences of the independent vari
able and its mean. Again, the sum of the inner 
products at each itteratiort is the inner product of 
the whole. Notice that PASS2 uses YAV and INV 
which were calculated from the results of PASS1. 

error. 
PASS2. 

PASS3 calculates 
It uses BETA, 

the sum of 
which was 

the squared 
calculated in 

There is a quirk of APL-11 which needs ex
plaining in PASS1 and PASS3. The variable ZZ is a 
global variable which is erased as the last step in 
both. APL-11v1 does not reliably handle local var
iables with the same names as global variables. 

'i/ PASSI 
[l] YAV+YAV++/A[;YV] 
[2] INV+INV+(~ZZ)+.xZZ+l,A[;XV] 
[3] E 1 )ERASE ZZ 1 

'i/ 

'i/ PASS2 
[l] SST+SST++/(A[;YV]-YAV)*2 
[2] BETA+BETA+(INV+.x~l,A[;XV])+.xA[;YV] 

'i/ 

THE SPECIAL CHARACTER SET 

Since ZZ is used in REGR as a global, the potential 
problem exists. Using another name would take up 
scarce symbol table space. Leaving it unerased 
would fragment the 29KB workspace, and there is no 
garbage collection in APL-11. 

Setting Up the Data 

At this point I hoped I had done enough cod
ing to do the regressions themselves. But the vice 
president had thrown me a curve. He wanted 
log-linear as well as linear regressions. Not only 
that, but he wanted indicator variables for review 
ratings which ranged from 1 to 7. (The indicator 
variable for rating 7 is 1 if the person got a 7 
and O otherwise.) Both of these calculations are 
easy to do if the data fits into the workspace. 
For log-linear, you simply do a linear regression 
with the log of the independent variable. 
Indicator variables are quite easily done with a 
jot dot equals outer product. But how do you do 
these kinds of things to a big file? 

My solution was to write a general purpose 
utility to read input file(s), do some APL calcula
tions like RES does and write -the results to an 
output file. The function FRES is a modification 
of RES which reads through the input file(s) a 
piece at a time and then executes its character 
string left argument against each piece of the 
data. After the execution of the string, whatever 
is in variable FR is written to the output channel. 
Using FRES, I set up the file for input to REGF 
with a function very similar to what I would have 
used to set up workspace variables. 

[l] 
[2] 
[3] 
[4] 
[ 5] 
[6] 
[7] 
[8] 
[9] 
[10] 
[ 11 J 
[12] 
[ 13] 
[14] 
[15] 
[16 J 

'i/ CC REGF XX 
CC+,CC 
YV+( l O) pltXX 
XV+HXX 
BETA+( pXX) pO 
INV+(2pl+pXV)pYAV+SST+O 
1 PASS1 1 RES CC 
+(l=p,INV+INVT INV)/0 
YAV+YAV+STR[CC[l];2] 
1 PASS2 1 RES CC 

'i/ 

SSE+O 
1 PASS3 1 RES CC 
RST+(SSE+FRE+-/RO+STR[CC[l];2 3])*0.5 
TST+BETA+BST+(l 1 ~VAR+(RST*2)xINV)*0.5 
RSQ+(SSR+SST-SSE)+SST 
ADJ+RSQ-((R0[2]-l)+FRE)x(l-RSQ) 
FST+(SSR+R0[2]-l)+(SSE+-/FRE) 

'i/ PASS3 
[l] SSE+SSE++/(A[;YV]-+/((pZZ)pBETA)xZZ+l,A[;XV])*2 
[2] E1 )ERASE ZZ' 

'i/ 
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[l] 
[2] 
[3] 
[4] 
[SJ 
[6] 
[7] 
[8] 
[9] 
[10] 
[ 11 J 
[12] 
[13] 
[14] 
[15] 
[16 J 
[ 17] 
[18] 
[19] 
[20] 
[21] 
[22] 
[23] 
[24] 
[25] 
[ 26 J 
[27] 
[ 28] 
[29] 
[30] 
[31] 
[32] 
[33] 
[34] 
[35] 
[36] 

V CM FRES VF 
PR+l 
RF+VF[2] 
TSTR+2 4pVF[l] ,0 
VF+UVF 

1 25,STR[RF;] 

ROR+iO 
CM+(2t(il=,ppCM),(pCM),1 l)pCM 
PL+l,STR[VF[1];2] 
-+(3~pVF)/B20 
PL+-2tVF 
VF+,(O~VF)/VF+-2+VF 

B20: P+PL[l] 
BL+(l+PL[2]-PL[l])llSIZt+/STR[VF;3]x8-6xSTR[VF;1]=3 

B30: -+B30+4-pVF 
-+(O=ltpC+GET VF[3],P,BL)/0 
-+(O=ltpB+GET VF[2],P,BL)/0 
-+(O=ltpA+GET VF[l],P,BL)/0 
LCR+l 

B40: FP+O/ECM[LCR;] 
-+((LCR+LCR+l)~ltpCM)/B40 
E1 )ERASE ABC' 
-+(O=x/1,pFR)/B70 
ROR+pFR 
STR[RF;]+TSTR[l;] 
FR PUT RF,PR 
STR[RF;]+TSTR[2;] 
PR+PR+x/1,ROR 
E1 )ERASE FR' 
-+(~RFEVF)/B70 

Functions and Idioms 
The Results 

I was able to work through the entire pro
cess above and complete 180 regressions in less 
than two weeks. The actual design, coding and 
testing took about half of that time. I think this 
is a very good demonstration of the power of APL, 
even a very limited implementation like APL-11. 
Run time for each regression was about 5 to 10 mi
nutes on a PDP-11/23 depending on the number of 
variables and data points. There were an average 
o: 4 variables and 2000 data points in each regres
sion. 

The vice president was very 
wrote a letter to my boss saying so. 

Details 

pleased and 

All of the functions used in this article 
are available on the Spring 1983 SIG Symposium 
tapes for RT-11 and RSTS/E. Copies of APL-11 ver
sion 1 are also available on these tapes. A catal
ogue of what Larry LeBlanc and I put on these tapes 
is printed in this issue. Symposium tapes are ava
ilable through your Local User Group. They are 
usually copied free if you supply the media. The 
tapes are also available from the DECUS Library for 
about $150. Check with them for details. 

-+(~(PRxBYT[TSTR[l;l]])>PFxSTR[RF;3]xBYT[STR[RF;l]])/B70 
I have also submitted the entire collection 

for RT-11 to the DECUS Library. I will probably 
know the order number in time for the next issue. 

1 FRES WARNING: POSSIBLE WRITE BEFORE READ' 
B70: -+(PL[2]>-l+BL+P+P+BL)/B30 
-+(O<BL+l+PL[2]-P)/B30 
TSTR[l;2 3]+2tROR,(l=pROR),O=pROR 
TSTR[l;2]+(PR-l)tTSTR[1;3] 
STR[RF;]+TSTR[l;] 
E1 )ERASE LCR PL FP BL PPR RF TSTR ROR' 

V 
V R+GET VCS 

Copyright (c) 1983 by Douglas Bohrer. 
permission. 

[1] FP+STR[VCS[l];4]+BYT[STR[VCS[l];l]]xSTR[VCS[1];3]x-l+VCS[2] 
[2] FP+E(TVCS[l]),'ff!FP' 
[3] R+e(TVCS[l]), 1@[STR[VCS[l];l]]VCS[3]xSTR[VCS[l];3]' 
[4] -+(O=ltpR)/0 
[SJ R+(VCS[3],(STR[VCS[1];3]~1)/STR[VCS[l];3])pR 

V 

V R PUT VCS 
[l] FP+STR[VCS[l];4]+BYT[STR[VCS[l];l]]xSTR[VCS[1];3]x-l+VCS[2] 
[2] FP+E(TVCS[l]),'ff!FP' 
[3] FP+O/E(TVCS[l]),'@[STR[VCS[l];l]]R' 

V 
V CM RES VF 

[1] VF+, VF 
[2] CM+(2t(tl=,ppCM),(pCM),l l)pCM 
[3] PL+-l,STR[VF[l];2] 
[4] -+(3~pVF)/B20 
[5] PL+--2tVF 
[6] VF+-,(0ZVF)/VF+-2+VF 
[7] B20: P+PL[l] 
[8] BL+(l+PL[2]-PL[l])llSIZt+/STR[VF;3]x8-6xSTR[VF;l]=3 
[9] B30: -+B30+4-pVF 
[10] -+(O=ltpC+GET VF[3],P,BL)/O 
[11] -+(O=ltpB+GET VF[2],P,BL)/O 
[12] -+-(O=ltpA+GET VF[l],P,BL)/0 
[ 13] LCR+l 
[14] B40: FP+O/ECM[LCR;] 
[15] -+((LCR+-LCR+l)~ltpCM)/B40 
[16] E' ) ERASE ABC' 
[17] B70: -+-(PL[2]>-l+IlL+P+P+BL)/B30 
[18] -+(O<BL+l+PL[2]-P)/B30 
[19] E1 )ERASE LCR PL FP BL P1 
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State Indicators 

APL ON ..!IT.=..li AND RSTS/] SIG TAPES 

Doug Bohrer and Larry LeBlanc 
APL SIG 

Larry and Doug have each put together 
system SIGs for inclusion on the Spring 
APL-11 version 1 and some useful utilities. 
for RT-11 and the only version available for 

a tape submitted to 
1983 Symposium tapes. 
Version 1 is the most 
RSTS/E. 

their respective operating 
The tapes submitted include 

reliable version available 

US SIG Symposium tapes are available through your Local User Group. They are usually 
copied free if you supply the media. The tapes are also available from the DECUS Library for 
about $150. Check with them for details. 

Doug has also submitted the entire collection for RT-11 to the DECUS Library. He will 
probably know the order number in time for the next issue. What follows is a listing of the 
APLUTL.DOC and FORUTL.DOC files found on both the RT-11 and RSTS/E tapes. The directory of the 
RSTS/E submission comes next. Following that are listings of the READ*.* and *.HLP files from 
the RSTS/E tape. 

C 
APL UTILITY DOCUMENTATION 

For DIGITAL software documentation order the "APL Programmer's 
Reference Manuel AA-5076A-TC APL-11/RSTS/E V1". 
THAT'S RIGHT FOLKS, WE MEAN RSTS/E. 

CHOOSING THE RIGHT FILE FOR RT-11: 
Hardware Considerations: 

1. no EXTENDED INSTRUCTION SET use APLOO and APL01. 

2. have FLOATING-POINT INSTRUCTION SET use APL04. 

3. have no FLOATING POINT PROCESSOR,but do have EIS use 
APL02 and APL03. 

4. have FLOATING POINT PROCESSOR AND EIS use APL06 and APL07. 

Preci sion 

single-APLOO,APL02,APL04,APL06 

double-APL01,APL03,APL07 

Are you scratching your head still about which one ,well just try the higher 
numbered SAV file first because it will have the most features. 
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The APL utilities have been divided into three sections. Section one 
has those involving calculations and section two is for printing. Section 
three has statistical regression programs. 

To install these utilities for daily use you will have to write them 
out to separate files. It is convenient to group functions commonly used 
together into single workspaces. At the bank, we have the following groups: 
GET,INSTR,PUT,SHUT,TO,BYT,SIZ,STR 
CMAT,RJUST 
ROUT,THORN,CCNO,FF 
The other functions each are in their own separate files so we can )READ them 
in only if we need them. We typically )READ them into each program that uses 
them, so we only have to maintain one copy. 

These functions were developed under RT-11 (TSX-PLUS). Some have not 
been tested under RSTS/E. The ones that have been tested under RSTS/E worked. 

--------==-================================================================== 
============================================================================= 
--=========================================================================== 
THE FOLLOWING SECTION DOCUMENTS UTLCAL.APL 

These are the functions in 'UTLCAL' file which stands for 
utility calculations. 

CNTCOL was written by Don Scheer and Roy A. Sykes, Jr. 
(STSC, INC., Woodland Hills, CA) 

JUL and YEARS were written by Russ Seward. 
(First National Bank of Chicago) 

All other functions were written by Doug Bohrer. 
(First National Bank of Chicago) 

CNTCOL,GET, PUT AND RES are described in back issues of the 
APL SIG Newsletter, "The Special Character Set" which are (or soon 
will be) ) available from DECUS. 

************************************************************************* 
************************************************************************* 

function name: ADDCOL 

purpose: 

to call: 

This function totals the values for each pair of numbers 
in the first two columns of a 3-column matrix. (The third 
column has the values to be totaled. ) 

The input has three parts. A global variable called "COL" 
contains the possible numbers for the second column of the 
input matrix. The possible characters in the first column 
of that matrix are in the left argument. The right argument 
is a three column matrix that contains the pairs of numbers 
that will be tabulated. 
The output is a tabulation matrix. The matrix has as many 
rows as the numbers of values in the left argment plus one 
more, and as many columns as the number of values in "COL" 
plus one more. The "one more" is for values found in the 
pairs that are not listed in the left argument and/or 
"COL". In other words, the additional row and column are 
for unknowns. An ADDCOL with the 3rd column of the matrix all 
1's will produce a result the same as a CNTCOL with the first 
2 columns. 

************************************************************************* 
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Tapes 

function naCTe: CNTCOL 

purpose: 

to call: 

This function tabulates the number of times a certain pair of 
characters or numbers occur in the row of a two-column matrix. 
As a bonus, the function also keeps a count of the bad data. 

The input has three parts. A global variable called "COL" 
contains the possible characters or numbers for the second 
column of the input matrix. The possible characters in the 
first column of that matrix are in the left argument. The 
right argument is a two-column matrix that contains the pairs 
of characters of numbers that will be tabulated. 
The output is a tabulation matrix. The matrix has as many 
rows as the number of values in the left argument plus one 
more, and as many columns as the number of values in "COL" 
plus one more. The "one more" is for values found in the pairs 
that are not listed in the left argument and/or "COL". 
In other words, the additional row and column are for unknowns. 

********************************************'************************'*** 
*********************************************************'*******''****** 

function name:FRES 

purpose: 

to call: 

This program manages the loop which reads through a file or 
files separately from the calculations to be done at each 
iteration. At each iteration a calculation result is written to 
an output file. 

The call is in the form: 
'character string' FRES data type,output channel, input channels 
One to three input channels are allowed. The character string 
is usually the name of the APL function that does the 
calculations, but it may be any executable statement. The 
output channel may be one of the input channels as long as the 
output data is not longer than the data input from the channel. 
The input data is read into the global variables A, Band C 
from the first, second and third input channels. The 
calculations then reference A, Band C. Variables Band Care 
not set if there is no channel number for them. Global variable 
FR is written to the output channel and MUST be set in the 
calculations. If FR is null for any iteration, nothing is 
written. Variables SIZ, STR, BYT and functions GET and PUT are 
used. Function RES uses the same variables as FRES so they 
can't be called from each other. 

**************************'****'**********************'**********'************** 
*********'*********'************************************************************ 
function name:GET 

purpose: 

to call: 

This function gets a piece of the file. "GET" uses the 
structure of the file (variable "STR" has the structral 
information) to structure the result. The number of rows 
(or vector elements) is that specified in the function 
call. 

The right argument is a vector containing the channel number 
start row and the number of rows of the file to be gotten. 
The result is that chunk of the file. 
The variable "STR" is a matrix with each row for each channel(1-5), 
The columns of "STR" have this info:col~1 is data type,col~2 
is number of records per fileds,col~3 is number of elements 
per record, col!l!UI is the start byte for data. 

************************************************************************* 
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************************************************************************* 
function name: INSTR 

purpose: 

to call: 

This function strips off the structural information of 
an APL structural file. 
The structural info is stored in the matrix "STR" in the row 
corresponding to the channel number. 

The right argument is the channel or channels of the files 
that structural info is needed. APL structured files have 
the type,number of records and number of elements per record 
stored in the first 3 double precision floating point numbers 
on the file. Data begins in byte 25. 

************************************************************************* 
************************************************************************* 

function name: EPSI 

purpose: 

to call: 

this function searches for any occurence of the rows of one 
matrix in the rows of another. 

The call is similar to the call for the standard APL vector 
membership: MATRIX1 EPSI MATRIX2 will give a logical vector 
with a one in the positions of the rows of MATRIX1 which occur 
as rows in MATRIX2. 

******************************************************************************* 
******************************************************************************* 

function name: IOTA 

purpose: 

to call: 

This function searches for the first occurence of the rows 
of one matrix in the rows of another. 

The call is similar to the call for the standard APL vector 
iota: MATRIX1 IOTA MATRIX2 will give the indexes for the rows 
of MATRIX1 which are the first occurences of the rows of 
MATRIX2. 

************************************************************************* 
******************'-****************************************************** 

function name: JUL 

purpose: 

to call: 

This function calculates the julian number for any date in 
the form month,day,and year. For bad dates the result is O. 

The right argument is matrix with three-columns having this 
date information month,day,and year in numeric form only. 
The result is a vector of the julian numbers for the dates. 
Function must have variables MONT,DAYS. 

************************************************************************* 
***********lflllllllllllllll*llllllllll*l*lllllllllllllllllllllllllllll*I 

function name: PUT 

purpose: 

to call: 

This functon writes data out to a file in chunks. 

The right argument is a vector with this information 
( channel number and starting row). The left argument is 
the data to be written out. 
This function uses variables "STR" and "BYT". 
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function name:RES 

purpose: 

to call: 

This function manages the loop which reads through a file 
or files separately from the calculations to be done at each 
iteration. 

The call is in this form: 
'character string' RES one to three channel numbers 
The character string is usually the name of a function which 
does the calculations and accumulates results, but it can be 
any executable APL statement. The data is read into global 
variables A, Band C from the first, second and third channel 
numbers respectively. The calculations then reference A, B 
and C. Variables Band Care not set if there is no channel 
number for them. Variables STR,SIZ,BYT and function GET are 
used. Function RES uses the same variables as function FRES so 
they can't be called from each other. 

function name: SHUT 

purpose: 

to call: 

This function closes a channel with an STR. 

The right argument is a vector of the channels to be closed. 
The variable STR is used. 
The contents of the first 3 columns of STR are written to 
the file if and only if the fourth column is 25. 

function name: TO 

purpose: 

to call: 

This function produces a vector of consecutive positive 
integers starting with the left argument and ending with the 
right argument. 

3 TO 6 is 3 4 5 6. 

*********************************************************'************'** 
function name: YEARS 

purpose: 

to call: 

This function calculates the time between one fixed date 
and several other dates. Time is measured several ways: 
total years (rounded down) 
days past last anniversary date 
years and fraction of years 

The right argument is the fixed (numeric) date: MM DD YY. 
The left argument is a matrix of the dates for comparison where 
every row is a numeric MM DD YY. The result is a 3 column 
numeric matrix. Each row corresponds to the rows of the left 
argument. The 3 columns of the result are as described in 
the purpose above. 

THE FOLLOWING SECTION DOCUMENTS UTLPRT.APL 
These functions and variables are all related to print output. 
All of these functions were written by Doug Bohrer. 
BARS RJUST ROUT and THORN are described in back issues of the APL SIG Newsletter 
"The Special Character Set" which are (or soon will be) available from DECUS. 
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···········•*··••***••····················································· 
function: 

purpose: 

to call: 

BARS 

Generates a bar graph. 

The left argument is a character string. Each character in the 
string is used for one bar of the graph in order of appearance 
repeatedly until all the bars are finished. The right argument 
is converted to a vector of counts for the bars. The 100 in 
lines two, five and eight is the width of the graph and may be 
changed • 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
function name: C2B 

purpose: This function trims embedded blank strings to two blanks. 

to call: C2B 'AB C D E' returns 'AB C D E' 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
function: 

purpose: 

to call: 

CMAT 

Creates a character matrix of the values for each row that you 
enter, trimming off all trailing blank columns. 

The right argument is the number of rows you want to enter. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
function: 

purpose: 

to call: 

MBAR 

Generates fancy bar graphs. 

The left argument is a character string of characters to use 
in the graph. The right argument is a matrix of counts to be 
displayed. A bar is generated for each row of the matrix. Each 
column is the number of characters of the corresponding 
position in the left argument to be generated. The number of 
characters in the string should be equal to the number of 
columns in the matrix • 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
function: 

purpose: 

to call: 

RJUST 

To create right justified column headings. 

The left argument is the field widths to be used. The right 
argument is a character string of the headings separated by 
the branch arrow character • 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
function: 

purpose: 

to call: 

ROUT 

Moves character data to a print image file. 

The left argument is the character scalar, vector or matrix to 
be moved to the print image file. The right argument is the 
channel number of the file. 
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function: 

purpose: 

to call: 

variable: 

purpose: 

THORN 

Changes numeric data to character data 

The left argument is a 2 element vector containing the size of 
the field and the number of digits to the right of the decimal 
point. The right argument is numeric data. This function will 
round the data off, 
The call has this form: 
(size of field,• decimal places) THORN data 

CCNO 

Contains a control O and a control N for changing the character 
set. CCNO[1] switches to the APL character set, 
CCN0[2] switches to the standard character set, 

************************************************************************* 
variable: FF 

purpose: FF has the form feed character, 

============================================-================-=--=-----=-= 
================================================================-------== 
==================================================================----=== 
THE FOLLOWING SECTION DOCUMENTS REGRES.APL 
These functions are all related to statistical regression. They were all 
written by Doug Bohrer. Some of the functions use functions found in the 
other two sections above. Doug may get around to documenting these in future 
issues of "The Special Character Set" so please subscribe to it. 
(Roger Matus may recognize REGR and REGPRT as somewhat similar to programs 
he wrote while working at The First National Bank of Chicago.) 
IT IS STRONGLY RECOMMENDED THAT THESE FUNCTIONS BE USED ONLY WITH DOUBLE 
PRECISION. In single precision, REGF may loose a lot to round-off error and 
the THORN calls in REGOUT and REGPRT may not work due to E format 
representations. 

******************************************************************************* 

function name: INVT 

purpose: 

to call: 

This function inverts a square matrix. 

The call is identical to that for APL monadic domino: 
INVT square matrix 
The inverse is returned unless the matrix is singular. If the 
matrix is singular, an error message is printed and a scalar 1 
is returned. This function is faster than the function MMD 
which DEC supplied with APL-11, and it takes up less symbol 
table space and workspace. It also tends to be slightly more 
accurate. 

******************************************************************************* 

function name: MTX 

purpose: 

to call: 

This function converts a vector or scalar into a single column 
matrix but returns matrices unchanged, 

The call is in the form: 
MTX scalar or vector or matrix 
The result is a matrix. 
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******************************************************************************+ 

function name: PASS1 

purpose: 

to call: 

Calculates the sum of the values of the independent variable 
and the inner product of the data matrix. 

Called from RES inside REGF. Of no use by itself. 

******************************************************************************* 

function name: PASS2 

purpose: 

to call: 

Calculates the sum of the squared differences of the 
independent varaible and its mean. Also calculates the 
regression coefficients (BETA). 

Called from RES inside REGF. Of no use by itself. 

******************************************************************************* 

function name: PASS3 

purpose: 

to call: 

Calculates the sum of the squared error. 

Called from RES inside REGF. Of no use by itself. 

******************************************************************************* 

function name: REGF 

purpose: 

to call: 

Calculates a statistical regression (simple or multiple) from 
data on a numeric binary file. 

The call takes the following form: 
channel number REGF columns of independent, dependent varaibles 
Uses functions INVT,PASS1,PASS2,PASS3 in this file and 
functions RES and GET and variables BYT,SIZ,STR from file 
UTLCAL.APL. Sets up several variables for use by REGPRT or 
REG OUT. 

******************************************************************************* 

function name: REGOUT 

purpose: 

to call: 

This function formats the results of a regression and writes 
them to an output file. 

The call is in the form: 
REGOUT output channel number 
REGOUT uses variables made by REGR or REGF. REGOUT also uses 
functions ROUT and THORN from file UTLPRT.APL. 

function name: REGPRT 

purpose: 

to call: 

This function formats the results of a regression and prints 
them on the terminal. 

The function is niladic and returns nothing. It uses variables 
set by REGR or REGF and function THORN from file UTLPRT.APL. 
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******************************************************************************* 

function name: REGR 

purpose: 

to call: 

Calculates a statistical regression (simple or multiple) from 
data in the workspace. 

The call is of the form: 
independent variable REGR dependent variable(s) 
This function uses function MTX and INVT. 

******************************************************************************* 
******************************************************************************* 
******************************************************************************* 
END OF APLUTL.DOC 

FORTRAN AND C UTILITY DOCUMENTATION 

******************************************************************************* 

Neither First Chicago Corporation, the First National Bank of Chicago, 
nor any of its employees makes any warranty, either expressed or implied, 
assumes any legal liability, nor any responsibility for the accuracy, 
completeness or usefulness of any information, product or process disclosed. 
Neither does First Chicago Corporation, the First National Bank of Chicago, nor 
any of its employees represent that use of this material would not infringe 
privately owned rights. 

******************************************************************************* 
FORTRAN AND C UTILITY DOCUMENTATION 

This document briefly discribes the purpose of the following utilities: 

FORTRAN UTILITIES •• fixlen,fsalen,charex,taper,spdump,mtdump, 
crread,match,matchb 

C UTILITIES •• fixlen,fsalen,mergef,high density backup system 

Throughout the remainder of this document, the files named '*.FOR' are 
FORTRAN programs, '*.C' are C programs, '*.SAV' are executable C or 
FORTRAN programs, and '*.HLP' are the HELP documentation for the named 
program. 

All of these utilities were developed and are currently being used on 
a DEC PDP 11/23 using: 

RT-11 V4.0 
TSX-PLUS V2.2 
FORTRAN RT-11 V2.5 
DECUS C COMPILER 

RSTS/E USERS: Only the following programs are included for you: 
fixlen,fsalen,charex,match,matchb,mergef 
The other stuff doesn't seem to be useful for you. If you want it, 
you can get it on the RT-11 SIG tape. The *.sav files have not been 
tested under the RSTS/E RT-11 emulator. 

****************************************************************************** 

FILES : CHAREX.FOR 
CHAREX.SAV 
CHAREX.HLP 

PROGRAM TO CONVERT A FSA FILE TO A TY4 FILE 

PURPOSE: This program reads files of character data written in FORTRAN 
ASCII Sequential format and converts the data into single precision 
floating point numbers with APL structural data in the first 24 
bytes on the output file. 
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************************************************************************ 

FILES: FIXLEN.FOR 
FIXLEN .SAV 
FIXLEN.C 
FIXLEN.HLP 

PROGRAM TO CONVERT A FSA FILE TO A XSA FILE 

PURPOSE: FIXLEN changes a fortran sequntial ASCII(fsa) file into a 
fixed length ASCII (XSA) file. 

The C and Fortran versions of this program have the same input 
and output requirements, therefore, the help document is used 
for both versions. The compiled file (FIXLEN.SAV) was compiled 
from FIXLEN.C. 

********************************************************************* 

FILES: FSALEN.FOR 
FSALEN .C 
FSALEN.SAV 
FSALEN.HLP 

PROGRAM FOR FINDING THE LENGTH OF A FSA FILE 

PURPOSE: This program counts the number of records in a Fortran Sequential 
ASCII (FSA) file and stores the result in an APL read file. Each 
record is examined a character at a time until the EOR is found. 
The number of records read is then written to the output file and 
all files are closed. 

From APL, command )READ Output_file_name will read in the file. 
Variable LEN contains the length of the file. 

This program is being presented in both FORTRAN and C. The HLP 
Documentation is good for either version. And the compiled file 
(FSALEN.SAV) is the C version. 

*******'*******************'************************************************** 

FILES: MATCH. FOR 
MATCH.SAV 
MATCH.HLP 

PROGRAM FOR FILE COMPARISON 

PURPOSE: This program compares the records of one presorted fortran 
sequential ASCII file to the records of another presorted 
fortran sequential ASCII file by checking their keys a 
character at a time. if both keys "match" (i.e., are the same) 
then both records are combined together and written to the 
output file for matched records. if the keys do not match then 
the record with the lower key value is written to the error output 
file along with an error message generated by the user at beginning 
of the program execution. 
Output file includes only matched records. 

**********************'******************************************************* 

FILES: MATCHB.FOR 
MATCHB.SAV 
MATCHB.BLP 

PROGRAM FOR FILE COMPARISON 

PURPOSE: This program compares the records of one presorted fortran 
sequential ASCII file to the records of another presorted 
fortran sequential ASCII file by checking their keys a 
character at a time. if both keys "ma tch 11 (i.e. , are the same) 
then both records are combined together and written to the 
output file for matched records. if the keys do not match then 
the record with the lower key value is written to the error output 
file along with an error message generated by the user at beginning 
of the program execution. If this record was from file 1, then 
a record of blank characters is added to its end and this larger 
record is then written to the output file for matched records. 
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Tapes If the record was from file 2, however, then a record of blank 
characters is added to its beginning and this larger record is 
written to the output file for matched records. 
Output file includes matched and unmatched records together. 

******************************************************************''********** 

FILES: MERGEF.C 
MERGEF.SAV 
MERGEF.HLP 

MERGING TWO PREVIOUSLY SORTED FSA FILES TOGETHER 

PURPOSE: This program will merge parts or all of two sorted FSA files 
into one file. The two input files are matched and merged together 
based on the value of their respective sort key. These sort keys 
must be the same variable. The HLP documentation discribes in 
detail the input criteria required to run this program. 

FILES: DUMPMT.FOR 
DUMPMT.SAV 
DUMPMT.HLP 
SPDUMP.FOR 
SPDUMP,SAV 
EBCDIC.DAT 

DUMPING THE CONTENTS OF MAG TAPE TO A TERMINAL 

PURPOSE: Both programs (DUMPMT & SPDUMP) have the same purpose. They both 
will write to a terminal, block by block, the contents of any 
magnetic tape. The tape can be labeled or unlabeled, and the 
character set can be either EBCDIC or ASCII. The maximum block 
size is 10240 byte characters. 

The HLP document was written for DUMPMT, however, everything it 
says also holds for SPDUMP except: 

1) SPDUMP uses only the FORTRAN callable routines that are 
standard in the RT-11 system. EXTMT is used by DUMPMT. 
EXTMT.MAC is a tape reading macro written by NA BOURGEOIS, JR. 
from the ADVANCED SYSTEM DEVELOPEMEMT DIVISION OF SANDIA 
LABORATORIES. 

2) SPDUMP will tell you if there is any bad (unreadable) spots 
on the tape. It tells you where the error happened, then it 
automatically skips to the next tape mark. DUMPMT crashes 
in the same situation. 

3) SPDUMP gives the option to either read all the blocks or 
just skip over them for each file that is skipped. DUMPMT 
will skip files, however while doing so it reads every block 
in the skipped file. 

EBCDIC.DAT is the conversion file used by both programs to convert 
an EBCDIC tape into ASCII for display on a terminal. 

******************************************************************************* 

FILES: BCK*.C 
BCK*.SAV 
RET*.C 
RET1 .SAV 
BACKUP.HLP 

HIGH BLOCKING DENSITY MAGNETIC TAPE BACKUP SYSTEM 

PURPOSE: This system can write to and read from a magnetic tape up to 100,000 
(512 byte) blocks of data. A directory is first written to the tape. 
The data files are then dumped, back-to-back, on the tape. No tape 
marks are written between the files. They are all written to the same 
tape file at a blocking factor of 20. 

The HLP file discribes what each program does and how they form 
a complete system. Command files can be used to execute the programs. 
Examples are given in the HLP documentation. 
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FILES: TAPER.FOR PROGRAM TO CREATE FSA DATA FILE FROM MAGNETIC TAPE FILE 
TAPER.SAV 
TAPER.HLP 
TAPXXX.FOR 
TAPXXX.SAV 
EBCDIC.DAT 

PURPOSE: The purpose of TAPER and TAPXXX are the same. They both will create 
FSA data files from files stored on a magnetic tape. They both also 
can read IBM EBCDIC tapes. The headers and trailers written on a 
labeled tape are handled as seperate tape files and can be skipped. 

The HLP documentation was written for TAPER, but what is says also 
applies to TAPXXX except for the following: 

1) TAPXXX uses only the FORTRAN callable routines that are 
part of the RT-11 system. TAPER uses the EXTMT.MAC. 

2) TAPXXX reports any tape problem. TAPER will crash if there 
are any unreadable blocks. 

EBCDIC.DAT is the conversion file used by these programs to convert 
EBCDIC into ASCII. 

******************************************************************************** 

FILES: CRREAD.FOR SHARED FILE READING AND WHITTING 

PURPOSE: CRREAD contains 4 subroutines which can be used by more than one 
user to simultaneously read and write to the same data files. 
These subroutines are: 

1) FOPENS(f'name,ibuf) Opens file 'fname', declares it 
to be a shaired file, and assigns it to channel 1 ibuf 1 • 

Only channels 1 and 2 are allowed. 
2) FCLOSE(ibuf) .•• Closes files previously opened on channel 

1 ibuf'. 
3) REDREC(ibuf,irec,lockon,lenrec,carec) ••• Will read the 

'irec' record on channel 'ibuf'. If 1 lockon' is set to '1 1 

the specific block which contains the desired record is 
also locked, therefore, prohibiting anyone else from accessing 
the same record. 'lenrec' is the length, in bytes, of each 
record in the data file. Once the specific record is read, 
it is placed buffer 'carec•. 

4) RITREC(ibuf,irec,lockon,lenrec,carec) ••• Will write the 
information located in buffer 'carec' to the 'irec' record 
on channnel 'ibuf'. 

These routines use the functions which are available in the TSX-Plus 
system library (TSXLIB.OBJ). To operate these routines, your main 
program and subroutines must be linked to CRREAD.OBJ and to TSXLIB.OBJ. 

>DIR MMO:[O,l],MMO:[l,2],MMO:[l,3),MM0:[1,5),MMO:[l,7) ,MM0:[1,6) 

Name 
APL12 
APL16 
APL13 
APL17 

,Ext 
.RTS 
,RTS 
,RTS 
.RTS 

Size 
88 
7 1 
88 
71 

Prot 
<155> 
<155> 
<155> 
<155> 

Date 
20-Jun-83 
20-Jun-83 
20-Jun-83 
20-Jun-83 

MMO: [ 0, 1) 

Total of 318 blocks in 4 files in MM0:[0,1] 
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Name .Ext Size Prot Date MMO: [ 1, 2] 

APLC12.APC 8 <155> 20-Jun-83 , __ 
APLC13.APC 8 <155> 20-Jun-83 
APLC16.APC 10 <155> 20-Jun-83 
APLC17.APC 10 <155> 20-Jun - 83 
APL .BAS 4 <l 5 5 > 20-Jun-83 
INVERT.APL 3 <155> 20-Jun- 83 

Total of 43 blocks in 6 files in MMO: [ 1, 2] 

Name .Ext Size Prot Date MM0:(1,3] 
CLOSE ,APL 1 <155> 20-Jun-83 
DUMP .APL 1 <155> 20-Jun-83 
TYPE ,APL 1 <155 > 20 - Jun-83 
BYE .APL 1 <155 > 20-Jun -8 3 
STORE ,APL 1 <155> 20-Jun-83 
SHOW ,APL 1 <15 5 > 20 - Jun-83 
TIME .AP L 1 <155> 20-Jun-8 3 
DATE .APL 1 <155> 20-Jun-83 
PRJPGM.APL 1 <155> 20-Jun-83 
PRINT ,APL 4 <155> 20-Jun-83 
READ ,ME 1 <155> 20-Jun-83 

Total of 14 bloc k s in 11 files in MMO: [ 1 , 3] 

Name .E x t Size Prot Date MM0:[1,5] 
READFI,RST 3 <155 > 20-Jun-83 
PKVARS,HLP 2 <155> 20-Jun-83 
PKRSTS.HLP 2 <15 5> 20-Jun-83 
PCLN ,HLP 1 <155> 20-Jun-83 
DPIPE ,HLP 1 <155> 20-Jun-83 
COPYA .HLP 1 <155> 20-Jun-83 
XFNS .HLP 1 <155> 20-Jun- 83 
PTO .HLP 1 <155 > 20-Jun- 83 '~ 

MOVE .HLP 1 <155 > 20-Jun- 83 
PKDIR .HLP 1 <15 5> 20-Jun- 83 
BYEF .HLP 1 <1 55 > 20-Jun- 83 
POFF .HLP 1 <155 > 20-Jun- 83 
PLOGIN . HLP 1 <155 > 20-Jun-83 
PKPFNS,HLP 1 <155> 20-Jun-83 
PRJPGM.HLP 1 <155> 20-Jun-83 
GCPIPE.HLP 1 <155> 20-J un-83 
CPY ,HLP 1 <155> 20-Jun-83 
GCP .HLP 1 <155> 20-Jun- 83 
PKLIB .HLP 1 < 155 > 20-Jun- 83 
RSTSM .HLP 1 <155 > 20-Jun- 83 
SYSC .HLP 1 <155> 20-Jun-83 
PKI NST,HLP 2 <155 > 20-Jun-83 
PS YSC ,APL 1 <155 > 20-Jun-83 
CPY .APL 2 <155> 20-Jun-83 

PRINT .APL 4 <155> 20-Jun-83 
PKPIPE.BAS 34 <155> 20-Jun- 83 
PKPPEl .CMD 1 <155 > 20-Jun - 83 
NEWS02.SIG 35 <15 5> 20-Jun-83 
PKNEED . 2 <155 > 20-Jun- 83 
ARTCL 2 .CMD 9 <155 > 20-Jun- 83 
RSTS ,APL 11 <15 5> 20-Jun- 83 
ARTCL 2 ,LOG 73 <155 > 20-Jun- 83 

Total o f 199 blocks in 32 fil e s in MMO: [ 1, 5] ·-----✓ 
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Name 
APL16 
APL17 
READ 
APL17 
APL16 
APL 

.Ext 

.RTS 

.RTS 

.ME 

.BAS 

.BAS 

.BAS 

Size 
71 
7 1 

1 
4 
4 
1 

Prat 
<l 5 5 > 
<155> 
<155> 
<l 5 5 > 
<155> 
<155> 

Date 
20-Jun-83 
20-Jun-83 
20-Jun-83 
20-Jun-83 
20-Jun-83 
20-Jun-83 

MMO: [ 1, 7] 

Total of 152 blocks in 6 files in MM0:(1,7] 

Name • Ext 
FORUTL.DOC 
APLUTL.DOC 
CHAREX.FOR 
CHAREX.SAV 
CHAREX.HLP 
FIXLEN.FOR 
FIXLEN.SAV 
FIXLEN.HLP 
FIXLEN.C 
FSALEN.FOR 
FSALEN.SAV 
FSALEN.HLP 
FSALEN.C 
MERGEF.C 
MERGEF.SAV 
MERGEF.HLP 
MATCH .FOR 
MATCH .SAV 
MATCH .HLP 
MATCHB.FOR 
MATCHB.SAV 
MATCHB.HLP 
UTLCAL.APL 
UTLPRT.APL 
REGRES.APL 
UTLPRT.APD 
UTILIT.APC 

Size 
21 
42 

8 
27 

4 
10 
29 

3 
2 
7 

21 
4 
4 

11 
36 
11 
20 
28 

7 
22 
29 

7 
10 

4 
7 

20 
24 

Prat 
<155> 
<155> 
<155> 
<155> 
<155> 
<155> 
<155> 
<155> 
<155> 
<155> 
<155> 
<155> 
<155> 
<155> 
<155> 
<155> 
<155> 
<155> 
<155> 
<155> 
<155> 
<155> 
<15 5 > 
<155> 
<155> 
<155> 
<155> 

Date 
20-Jun-83 
20-Jun-83 
20-Jun-83 
20-Jun-83 
20-Jun-83 
20-Jun-83 
20-Jun-83 
20-Jun-83 
20-Jun-83 
20-Jun-83 
20-Jun-83 
20-Jun-83 
20-Jun-83 
20-Jun-83 
20-Jun-83 
20-Jun-83 
20-Jun-83 
20-Jun-83 
20-Jun-83 
20-Jun-83 
20-Jun-83 
20-Jun-83 
20-Jun-83 
20-Jun-83 
20-Jun-83 
20-Jun-83 
20-Jun-83 

MMO: [ 1, 6 J 

Total of 418 blocks in 27 files in MM0:(1,6] 

ty dy1:readfi.rst 
This account contains the complete PKPIPE interface 

to impliment a RSTS system link within an active APL 
workspace. New APL "commands" such as LIB, COPY, QUE, 
etc. are made possible. Also a RSTS function is 
provided to allow your APL functions to do anything 
you could do with a terminal at RSTS system level. 

With that kind of flexible power you could write 
a package of very high level system management functions. 

As described later, you must install one or more 
PKPIPE (s) on your system. The examples in this account 
and the command file expect certain things to be in place. 

A log file - ARTCL2.LOG is provided to help you get 
started. After you have installed a PKPIPE according to 
the example, you can recreate the log file on your own 
system with ARTCL2.CMD via ATPK. This command file 
expects the multiprecision APL package in [1,3] of this 
tape to be installed prior to running it. It also 
expects files UTILIT.APC and UTLPRT.APD to be in [1,4] 
on your system, and all files from this account to be 
in the account you're logged into. 

If you don't have a floating point processor, you 
cannot use the multiprecision APL package, but the 
ARTCL2 command file will do most of what it's expected 
to anyway. 
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.ty dy1 :*.hlp 
Fil es copied: 

DY1:PKVARS.HLP to TT: 
Important variables required in the RSTS workspace: 

PKCHAN - A character variable containing a valid file channel 
number. This is the channel used for the PKPIPE. 
eg. I 10 I 

PWI - Pipe Wait Index; normally set to 1 second. All functions 
that set the input timeout duration of the PKPIPE should 
use this value as a base (eg. 2P-PWI). This allows the 
user to compensate for times of heavy system usage by 
increasing this value. 

EOD - End Of Data; normally 155. This is the standard end of 
data byte value. PKPIPE is normally set to return this 
byte after an input timeout. This variable is defined 
by LOGIN. 

DY1:PKRSTS.HLP to TT: 
RSTS is the basic user level interface with the remote end of the 
PKPIPE. It requires a character right argument, though it may be 
null. If the argument is not null, RSTS sends the character data 
down the PKPIPE, and using DPIPE, displays any response from the 
pipe (see RSTSM). If a null right argument is used, RSTS enters 
simulated detach mode, supporting a two way conversation between 
your terminal and the remote end of the PKPIPE. RSTS is 
transparent to most characters from the keyboard. Some control 
characters like ►.1z and r.,:c however, have their usual immediate 
effect. Simulated detach mode is exited by entering APL as the 
first three characters of a line. If you find yourself caught 
in a program at the remote end of the PKPIPE because you can 't 
send a i'J•Z or ~;c in simulated detach mode, exit from RSTS with 
APL, and use the SYS function to send a byte value of 3 for i ,,e 
or 26 for l!1Z. 

DY1: PCLN. HLP to TT: 
PCLN (pipe cleaner) should be used if you get strange results 
using a function that uses the PKPIPE. Strange results can 
be as drastic as a perpetual lockup condition. This is probably 
the worst thing that can happen, and is usually not as bad as 
it looks. Your function is probably receiving a timeout byte 
value it doesn't recognize. It will respond to r,c within one 
pipe timeout interval. Then you can use PCLN. Remember to 
CHECK YOUR STATE INDICATOR. 

DY1:DPIPE.HLP to TT: 
DPIPE displays on your terminal, all bytes received from the PKPIPE, 
until the pipe times out. The pipe timeout byte value must be either 
27 or equal to the variable EDD. 

DY1:COPYA.HLP to TT: 
COPY, COPYA, and COPYD each expect as a left argument, a file 
specification, and as a right argument, the names of one or 
more objects in the specified file (workspace). The left argument 
should not specify the file type. The arguments must be contained 
in quotes. 

DY1:XFNS.HLP to TT: 
XFNS, XFNSA, XFNSD, XVARS, XVARSA, and XVARSD list the functions 
or variables in a stored workspace. The right argument is a file 
specification without a file type, and is contained in quotes. 
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DY1 :PTO.HLP to TT: 
PTO takes a scalar numeric right argument, representing the 
desired PKPIPE input timeout value in seconds. eg. PTO 3 
will tell PKPIPE that if three seconds elapse without any 
data from the remote end of the pipe, it should give your 
program a pipe timeout byte to release it from it's input 
request. 

DY1 :MOVE. HLP to TT: 
MOVE copies a file from one account to another and deletes the 
file from the original account. The left argument is the 
destination account in quotes, and the right argument is a 
file specification in quotes designating the file to be moved. 
The file name and type must both be specified, but can be 
ambiguous. 

DY1:PKDIR.HLP to TT: 
DIR, TYPE, and QUE are used like their CCL equivalents. The right 
argument is identical to what one would put after the CCL, except 
it's contained in quotes. 

DY1 :BYEF.HLP to TT: 
BYEF and BYEY are used to terminate your slave job at the other end 
of the PKPIPE. Be sure you use one before terminating your APL 
session or the next person who uses that PKPIPE will have access 
to your files. 

DY1: POFF. HLP to TT: 
POFF makes sure you've opened a PKPIPE on the appropriate 
channel. If you have, it simply terminates. If you haven't 
it displays it's right argument on your terminal, and clears 
the state indicator. This protects other functions from 
trying to use a PKPIPE that isn't there. 

DY1:PLOGIN.HLP to TT: 
LOGIN logs in a job at the remote end of a PKPIPE. The job is 
created under your account. It also switches the slave (remote) 
job to the RSX run time system. LOGIN also establishes the 
Pipe Wait Index (PWI) at one second, and the pipe timeout byte 
to 155 (ASCII ESC with the high bit set). If you're using a 
privileged account, LOGIN sets the priority of your remote job to O. 

DY1:PKPFNS.HLP to TT: 
Here's a complete listing of the APL functions required in the 

RSTS workspace. The display is in ASCII mnemonics, so if you're 
not used to these mnemonics, don't try to interpret them. Just 
use APL in TTY mode and enter them exactly as they're presented 
here. 

DY1:PRJPGM.HLP to TT: 
PPN and PRJPGM are utility functions that determine your 
account number. 

DY1:GCPIPE.HLP to TT: 
GCPIPE gets lines of character data from the PKPIPE. The explicit 
result consists of all received lines catenated together without 
carriage return or line feed characters. It takes two numeric 
scalar arguments. The right one indicates the number of lines 
to receive, and the left indicates the time in seconds to wait 
for each line before deciding to skip it. 

DY1:CPY.HLP to TT: 
CPY as a generic function, forms the major part of the COPY, XFNS, 
and XVARS groups. It is not used directly. 

DY1 :GCP.HLP to TT: 
GCP is an ancillary function for GCPIPE. 
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DY1:PKLIB.HLP to TT: 
LIB is used like the APL )LIB command. It lists all files of 
type .AP?, and is used without arguments. 

DY1 :RSTSM.HLP to TT: 
RSTSM (or RSTS More), simply invokes DPIPE. It's used when long 
delays in response from the remote end of the PKPIPE result in 
the pipe timing out before you receive all your data. This can 
happen if you use the RSTS function and the Pipe Wait Index (PWI) 
isn't set high enough. The effect is, you end up back at your 
APL prompt and data is still available in the PKPIPE. This is 
when you should invoke RSTSM. 

DY1:SYSC.HLP to TT: 
SYS and SYSC each take the right argument and send it to the 
remote end of the PKPIPE. The right argument for SYS is a numeric 
scalar or vector of ASCII byte values. This is useful for sending 
characters that are not recognized or disallowed by APL. The right 
argument of SYSC is a character vector or array. 

DY1:PKINST.HLP to TT: 
INSTALLING A PKPIPE ON YOUR SYSTEM 

These instructions assume you're using pseudo keyboards KB8: and KB9: 
for your PKPIPE. 

Include in your [1,2]TTY.CMD file, the following lines: 

FORCE KBO: KB8:/RING:KSR33;TAB;LOCAL ECHO;SCOPE;NO UPARROW;WIDTH 132 
FORCE KBO: KB9:/RING:KSR33;TAB;LOCAL ECHO;SCOPE;NO UPARROW;WIDTH 132 

To have a PKPIPE automatically installed during system startup, 
add the following line to your START.CTL and CRASH.CTL files: 

@[1,2]PKPIPE 

and place a file called PKPIPE.CMD in [1,2] containing these lines: 

DETACH 
LOGIN KB: [1,2] 
FORCE KB: RUN [1,2]PKPIPE 
FORCE KB: KB8: 
FORCE KB: KB9: 
ATTACH 

The following program "PKPIPE.BAS" should be compiled and placed 
in [1,2] with a protection code of 124. 
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Roger Matus 
Digital Equipment Corporation 

----[Editor's Note: Thi s is a copy of the slides Roger uses to 
talk about VAX-11 APL. Thi s is all I could get on the sub
ject from anyone. Roger indicated that the APL engineering 
staff i s heavily engaged in projects at the moment and no
body at DEC has had time to write an article. J 
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o >OUTPUT/APPEND 

o )OUTPUT/SHADOW - output goes to 
terMinal and file 

o )OUTPUT/REVERT 

o Character set can be speciTied 

)OUTPUT BAR/KEY 

)DO 

o Captur•s the output of a 
DCL coMMand 

T+ ~ '}DO SHOH TIME' 
T 

22-0CT-1882 11:19:31 



(/') 

"d 
t:rj 

C":l 
H 
:> 
t-< 

C":l 
::i::: 
:> 

>LIB 
o )LIB rid lm lllppOT't full OCL funetionalit~ 

l mm Na =1-,,.Wl-1982/DA rr 151zr 

DirtetDI;! N: [BllCKSTW 

BM.N'L;i 14 eG-OCT-1982 11:t1 
TAXES.N'L:1 42 1Hi'IH982 23:59 

Total of 3 files, 5G bloci'J. 

)lm'.MllllfICD/SINCE=~Y ~.N'L;A 
oo.rn:+DELm.D, rrut: lllHXSTEIJBNI.APL; 1 deleted 

::0-------------------' :> 
('.j 

r'l 
t:rj ::0 
(/') 

t:rj 

)FNS AND )VARS 
0 Now accept range speciTication 

)VARS 
BRADY CHIF CHP'tIS DAVE 
DENNIS EP'tIC ~ETEA AICHAAD 
P'tOGEP't ~TAN 

) VAP't5 CHP't flt 
CHRIS DAVE DENNIS EP'tIC 
PETER AICHAP'tD P'tOGEP't 

r'l ----------1---------------, 
"d 
:> 
0 
t:rj 

(/') 

t:rj 

"d 
r'l 
t:rj 

~ 
td 
t:rj ::0 
...... 

...... 

'° 00 
w 

SYSTEM FUNCTIONS 

□ARBOUT 

ONUM 

OFI 

( 

OCIO 

□RESET 

□VI 

□OLD 

□coo 

OTT 

□oco 

□ARBOUT 

o S!'ds untrcnslated ~te stra to tminal 
-~ 5ml ~ Hit character cede 
- ls rot af'fected t,:i cmmt lJ'II setting 
- Useful for smling es~ ~!!lCeS 

rdgr~ics muds 

IWl(l.lT 27 91 00 74 I <E5Cl[2J ClM VT100 SCREEN 

( 



C'.:i 
::c: 
> 
:,:, 
> 

) 

OCIQ AND OCOQ 

o RrlorMats N1l variables fm1 roe datat~pe to ntrer 

o Packs m W'facks data into integer arr~s 

o Al !IMS 900 to CIJlbire litero3ereoo.s arra'ds into aie 
foootted integer variable 

c::i _______________ ___. 

,-.:i 

1:%1 
:,:, 

C/l 

1:%1 
,-.:i 

ONUM, OTT AND ORESET 

o IJllM provides a arwierBJt &.aracter vector of roors 
IJIIM H '0123456789' 

o OTT returns tli CUM'!lt tminal t9pe 
- Useful for writing teniinal-irdeperdent applicatioos 

o IJ(SET clears tli SI stuek 
-~ for !Eb.lgging m.spaces 

->,:j--------------------1------------------------
:> 
C') 
tzj 

w 
U1 

en 
tzj 

"Cl 

,-.:J----------------tzj 
:;:: 
t,:j 
tzj 
:,:, 

□FI AND □VI 
e [fl arwerts &.aracter strings to l'UIICErs 
e {1Jl returns bitKap of valid ll!Mbers in string 
o Useful for parsing a»f lex iff!lt 
o IJIG setting cai be used to accept ASCII ~ptifl as •irus 

WANA 1 ANA 2' 
!fl T O {1Jl T 

0 1 0 2 
0 1 0 1 

I 

OQCO AND OQLD 
D IJ]CO 

. - ~naMical l9 CCf ies oojects fm1 saved wrkspaces via )Cf.PY 
- Cai be used to create il over li:j lleChaniSM 

D (Jl.D 

- ~roocal 19 lowJs a wrtsface via )LOO 
- Cai be used to chain wrkspaces 



1-3 
::i:: 
[:rj 

C/} 

'i:J 
[:rj 

C"'.l 
H 
:r.,. 
r' 

n 
::i:: 
:> 
~ 
:r.,. 
n 
1-3 
[:rj 

::u 
C/} 

[:rj 

1-3 

- 'i:J 
:r.,. 
C) 
[:rj 

l,J 

°' 
C/} 

[:rj 

'i:J 
1-3 
[:rj 

::::: 
t,j 

[:rj 

~ 

1--

1--

"' 00 
l,J 

SYSTEM VARIABLES 
a ~ cootrols aJta.atic saving of romlU 11s 

e [!GAG allM or imibits b~asts 
e OSIHK provides irl ef f iciB'lt 11ettoo of discarding un-reeded 

return values 
e as.r ~ ir¥Jt pl'Clft 

V R+f ;!ls.r 
l1l ll5f•'NllfflER PLmr: 1 o RtD v 

f 
NlJ!PiR Plfra: 42 
42 

FILE ORGANIZATIONS: ASCII SEQUENTIAL 

( 

o Re~ i'd writes ASCII characters sequentiall~ 
o Variiile lB'lgth records 
o 1,pJt l'd M~t dlaracter sets: m, ID l'd BIT 
0 lr¥Jt ms: D, n, D 
o~le for iFp.!t 

VAX-11 APL FILE SYSTEM 
o File orgl'lizatioos: ASCII ~ial Internal Seqtsitial 

Direct-access Relative 
o ~lete WS-32 integratioo 

- fil. files are remile fl1l ott!r VAX Lquages 
- All VAX/'vl5 !Mi files Cl\ tl reai fl1l N'l 

o Hai lba.xes 
o Pure data ms: Integer, boole~, F and D floating, ft0L ad ASCII 

- text, l'd r1111eric byte 
o File ijSt81 lunctioos: I, I, ~5, l)A,\5, l)Cl.5, DM, l)015, 

IJlS, IJIBX, IJ(l!~, !)()WIS 

FILE ORGANIZATIONS: INTERNAL SEQUENTIAL 

o Re~ l'd writes fl oojects or pure data 
sec,JB'ltial 1~ 

o Variable l~h records 

o 9lareable for il'f'Ut 

( 



) 

FILE ORGANIZATIONS: RELATIVE EVENT FLAGS 

t-:1 o Re~ nl writes fil oojects or pure data Sf(f.l!ltial I~ o Associated with I/0 chm! 
::i: or via OOJ1eric record irdex r-1 o Cii be used i~tly of files 
C/') o Vari~le l!lgth liljects in fixed IB'Jgth records o Event flag ijste11 functioos: "'d 
trj 

o 9lareille for ~t nl ootput via record locking (') 

H IJfS IJFR IJFC 
► t--1 

(') 

:::t:1 
:> 
:,:, 

► 
(') 

H 
tr1 
::u 
C/') 

tr1 
1-3 

- "'d 

► 
C") 

trj 

w 
......, 

en 
t,j 

"'d 
1-3 ERROR HANDLING 

r tr1 
~ 
o:; 

o [ITRlf s~ste11 variaile cmtains string to be executed ih!n ill r-1 FILE ORGANIZATIONS: DIRECT-ACCESS ~ error ocrurs 
r--' 

o Rms nl writes fil oojects or p.ire data secfJ!ltiall~ o OSIGHAL gr9!rates ill explicit signal in the callers dooin 
r--' or via 0011eric ~ 
'° Cl:) o IJPJ«I! s~ste11 variaile cootaining NeSSage or last error w o Variaile lqth records - usef'ul for detel'llining caise of error id ti.ing 

o &lareable for iff\Jt nl ootput via record locking "1rtfr iate achoo 
- all ti\ errors are lllCIMlted in the Ulla! 

o Records Cill be I arger thill 6m IM5 recoro li11it 



-

ERROR HANDLING EXAMPLE 

V RtA DIY B j [ITFN' 
111 (JTPJ/t Ii[~ 

(2) R~B ~ +0 
(31 ERRffi! 'DIYIII BY 0' DSIQIN.. 666 v 

3 DIV 0 
666 DIVIII BY 0 

3 DIV 0 
t 

H 
::c: 
trj 

Cf) 

'"d 
trj 

n 
H 
:> 
t"' 

Cl 
::c: 
:> 
::,, .,...31t---11,:1 

:> 
n 
1-3 
trj 
::,, 

en 
trj 

1-3 

'"d 
:> 
C') 
trj 

w 
00 

Cf} 

trj 
'"d 
1-3 
trj 
::;,:: 
t,:l 
trj 

~ 

,_. 

,-

'-° 
00 
w 

( 

IJ~ 
666 DIYIII BY 0 

3 DIV 0 
t 

( ( 



NOTES 



NOTES 


